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A qubit subjected to pure dephasing due to classical Gaussian noise can be turned into a spec-
trometer of this noise by utilizing its readout under properly chosen dynamical decoupling (DD)
sequences to reconstruct the power spectral density of the noise. We review the theory behind
this DD-based noise spectroscopy technique, paying special attention to issues that arise when the
environmental noise is non-Gaussian and/or it has truly quantum properties. While we focus on the
theoretical basis of the method, we connect the discussed concepts with specific experiments and
provide an overview of environmental noise models relevant for solid-state based qubits, including
quantum-dot based spin qubits, superconducting qubits, and NV centers in diamond.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pure quantum states of a small system (e.g. a single
qubit or a multi-qubit register) become mixed due to
unavoidable interaction with the “rest of the world” —
this is the process of decoherence [1]. Even for a quan-
tum system perfectly isolated from all the unwanted in-
fluences, initialization, control (i.e. forcing the quantum
state to evolve in a prescribed way), and readout require
the presence of an apparatus (usually referred to as a lab-
oratory), and it is rather unrealistic to assume that the
system-apparatus coupling can be switched at will be-
tween a sizable one (required for system manipulation)
and a negligible one (required for very long-time coher-
ence stability). In the vast majority of experimentally
investigated quantum systems, especially the ones found
in condensed matter environment, it is however not the
control apparatus, but the “rest of the world” that is the
main source of decoherence. While it is hard to say how
large a part of the “rest of the world” has to be consid-
ered in order to describe asymptotic decay of coherence
(see e.g. [2] and references therein for discussion of deco-
herence due to gravitational waves), we are most often
interested in coherence on a timescale on which it is still
sizable (i.e. for times comparable to characteristic deco-
herence time TD), or at least measurable with a precision
determined by the readout procedure. For quantum sys-
tems with sizable coupling to their surroundings, such
as condensed-matter based qubits that are embedded in
a vibrating crystal lattice that also hosts paramagnetic
spins, delocalized electrons, etc., in order to describe co-
herence dynamics on timescales comparable to TD it is
most often enough to consider their nearest environment,
the size of which can vary from nanometer to micrometer
scales.
It is rather obvious that the time dependence of co-
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herence decay of the quantum system (S) of interest
is determined by the character of system-environment
coupling and of the environment itself. It is less ob-
vious how much (and what kind) of information about
the environment (E) can be gathered from measurement
of the decoherence of S. It is expected that with suffi-
cient knowledge about E, one could take steps (such as
modifying the qubit control scheme, or simply modify-
ing the preparation of the whole physical system hosting
S+E) leading to enhancement of the coherence time [3–
9]. The latter outcome is clearly desired if we want to
use multiple copies of S as qubits in a quantum computer
— large-scale quantum computation requires qubits with
low enough error rates, determined roughly by the ratio
of TD to the time of shortest unitary operation corre-
sponding to a logical gate [10, 11]. The characterization
of E can be viewed however as a goal in itself. As men-
tioned above, solid-state based qubits are effectively sen-
sitive to a small volume of the surrounding material, so
in principle the measurement of their decoherence could
bring information about excitations and characteristic
timescales of dynamics of the relevant degrees of free-
dom present in this volume. Furthermore, certain kinds
of qubits can be tightly localized in a nanostructure that
can be brought into a close contact with another con-
densed matter system. The most prominent example is
the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond [12], which
is a spin qubit (thus sensitive to fluctuations of exter-
nal magnetic fields) that can be created a few nanome-
ters from the surface of a diamond nanocrystal that can
then be brought into a vicinity of a source of magnetic
fields [13]. In such a setup, the qubit becomes a probe
that could be used to characterize various environments
[12, 14–19].
From the above general description of the “quantum
system as an environment sensor” paradigm it should be
clear that it is going to be useful if
1. There is a description of possible influence of E
on S that is amenable to experimentally practical
2procedure of reconstruction of properites of E from
the measurement of dynamics of S initialized in
some state, and possibly subjected to a prescribed
control and readout protocol,
2. The above description is relevant for a sufficiently
broad class of S + E systems.
For a given environment, described by a microscopic
model — a quantum or a classical Hamiltonian with a
density matrix or a classical probability distribution of
initial states — fulfilling the first condition should be in
principle possible. Such a description however requires a
large amount of a priori knowledge about the most rel-
evant dynamical degrees of freedom of E. In fact, the
whole field of high-resolution Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance [20] can be viewed as an example: for a system
of nuclei having a Hamiltonian of known general form
(containing nucleus-specific Zeeman splittings, chemical
shifts and quadrupolar splittings, and inter-nuclear dipo-
lar and electron-mediated interactions), one can recon-
struct the parameters of the Hamiltonian from the decay
of the resonance signal of a sample subjected to an ap-
propriately designed control protocol[21]. The true use-
fulness of the paradigm arises when the second condition
is fulfilled, and we can use S to characterize a truly un-
known E.
In recent years it became clear that both of the above
conditions are fulfilled if we assume that S is subjected
to pure dephasing (i.e. we can neglect exchange of en-
ergy between S and E), and E is simply modeled as a
source of classical Gaussian noise, fully characterized by
its power spectrum S(ω) [22, 23]. When S is a qubit, ap-
plication of a sequence of short pulses, rotating its Bloch
vector by angle π about axes perpendicular to the quan-
tization axis, not only leads to decoherence suppression
due to so-called dynamical decoupling (DD) [6, 24–34]
of the qubit from its environment, but also establishes
a simple relation between the decoherence and the spec-
trum S(ω) [35–38]. This relation follows from the ob-
servation that a qubit subjected to DD from Gaussian
phase noise, effectively experiences the noise modified by
a frequency-domain filter function [30, 31, 39, 40] deter-
mined by the pulse sequence, and that for a sequence
in which pulses are applied periodically (with period τ),
the filter is sharply peaked at a frequency f = 1/2τ (or
angular frequency ωp=π/τ) and its odd harmonics.
This method of dynamical-decoupling-based noise
spectroscopy (DDNS) has been employed for reconstruc-
tion of the environmental noise intrinsic to various qubit
designs, including those based on trapped ions [3, 41], su-
perconducting circuits [36], semiconductor quantum dots
[42, 43], ultracold atoms [37], phosphorous donors in sil-
icon [44], and NV centers in diamond [14, 45, 46]. It has
also become the basis for many applications of spin qubits
(specifically NV centers) for nanoscale-resolution sens-
ing of environmental fluctuations [14–16, 18], allowing
for sensing of signals from single molecules [19]. In this
review we will explain the theoretical basis of this tech-
nique and discuss its applicability to real systems that
are not necessarily sources of classical Gaussian noise.
We will give only a brief overview of experimental appli-
cations (mentioning example experimental papers when
we discuss a particular theoretical issue), and a reader
interested in a thorough and up-to-date discussion of ex-
periments on environmental spectroscopy with dynami-
cally decoupled qubits is referred to [18].
Let us stress that our focus here is solely on environ-
mental noise spectroscopy methods employing dynamical
decoupling of qubits experiencing phase noise. There are
numerous other methods of characterization of E based
on observation of decoherence (or, more generally, dy-
namics) of a small quantum system. Transition rates
between the two energy eigenstates of the qubit depend
on the quantum noise spectrum [47] at a frequency cor-
responding to qubit energy splitting [48], allowing for
spectroscopy based on measurement of the qubit energy
relaxation [49]. Spin-locking based spectroscopy of con-
tinuously driven qubit [50, 51], that decays due to noise
at the locking frequency, was also used to reconstruct
noise spectrum in a broad range of frequencies. Mea-
surement of the temporal profile of the decay of qubit’s
Rabi oscillations can also be related to the shape of the
noise spectrum by varying the driving field amplitude
[52, 53]. Finally, noise at frequencies comparable and
lower than the frequency with which the qubit energy
splitting is estimated from multiple measurements, can
be reconstructed using real-time traces of slowly fluctuat-
ing qubit splitting [54–58]. A recently emerging method
of optical spin noise spectroscopy can be viewed as an
ensemble counterpart of this single-qubit technique [59].
The structure of the review is the following. In Section
II we describe the DD-based noise spectroscopy method
for a qubit experiencing pure dephasing due to its lon-
gitudinal coupling to Gaussian noise (either classical or
quantum). Then in Section III we give an overview of the
most important types of environmental noises (not nec-
essarily classical and Gaussian) affecting popular types
of solid-state-based qubits. In Section IV we discuss the
conditions under which the method for spectroscopy of
Gaussian noise can be used in a reliable way to char-
acterize the first spectrum [23] of a non-Gaussian noise,
and we illustrate the general discussion with two exam-
ples relevant for solid-state based qubits: the coupling
to a charge fluctuator being a source of Random Tele-
graph Noise (in Sec. IVE) and the coupling to a pre-
cessing magnetic moment consisting with a small num-
ber of spins (in Sec. IVF). Finally, Section V contains
a discussion of theoretically proposed extensions of the
DD-based noise spectroscopy method. These include the
case of nonlinear coupling between the qubit and the
noise (that amounts to a specific instance of spectroscopy
of non-Gaussian noise) in Sec. VA, a recently pro-
posed method for reconstruction of higher-order spectra
(so-called polyspectra) characterizing the non-Gaussian
noises [60] in Sec. VB, and using multiple qubits to re-
construct the cross-spectrum of noises affecting distinct
3qubits (i.e. charaterizing the cross-correlations of two or
more environmental noises) in Sec. VC.
II. SPECTROSCOPY OF GAUSSIAN PHASE
NOISE USING DYNAMICAL DECOUPLING
A. Pure dephasing of the qubit
The general Hamiltonian of qubit-environment cou-
pling is
VˆQE =
1
2
bˆ(t) · σˆ , (1)
where bˆ is a vector of three environmental operators, two
of them couple to the transverse (x and y) operators of
the qubit, and the third, bˆz, couples longitudinally (the z
axis is singled out since we assume finite energy splitting
of the qubit’s levels, given by HˆQ = Ωσˆz/2, where Ω is
the energy splitting).
A key approximation that we shall consider is to ne-
glect the influence of transverse couplings. They are
responsible for changes in the expectation value of the
qubit’s σˆz operator that have to be accompanied by ex-
change of energy between Q and E (for the nonzero Ω
assumed here). However, in many practical situations,
the coherence of the qubit is limited by pure dephasing,
due to the presence of bˆz, and not by energy relaxation.
A simple explanation is the following. For finite Ω, effi-
cient energy relaxation of the qubit requires the presence
of appreciable number of excitations of E having such an
energy (and appreciable coupling to such excitations is
necessary). On the other hand, pure dephasing does not
involve any energy transfer, and environmental dynamics
at all frequencies (excitations of E having all possible en-
ergies) contribute to dephasing. Furthermore, condensed
matter environments are typically rich in systems hav-
ing low-energy excitations (e.g. slowly switching two-level
fluctuators responsible for 1/f noise, ubiquitous in solid
state structures [61]). As a result, most solid-state based
qubits have their coherence times limited by dephasing,
not by relaxation. Using the popular terminology, T1
times of most qubits are orders of magnitude longer than
their T2 times.
We focus then on pure dephasing coupling,
VˆQE,PD =
1
2
bz(t)σˆz =
1
2
vξ(t)σˆz , (2)
where bz(t) is either a classical stochastic function, or
a quantum operator bˆz (we will omit the operator hat
symbol whenever the quantumness of bz is not of spe-
cial importance), and in the second expression we have
written bz(t) in terms of a coupling constant v and a
dimensionless variable/operator ξ(t). Note that in the
quantum noise case, the time dependence of bˆz is gov-
erned by the self-Hamiltonian of the environment HˆE,
i.e. bˆz(t)=e
iHˆEtbˆze
−iHˆEt.
The powerful method of noise spectroscopy, which is
the main topic of this review, crucially relies on this ap-
proximation. This follows not only from formal simplifi-
cation of the theoretical treatment in the pure dephasing
case (although simplicity of the theory makes it easier to
connect it with experiment). In this setting, the treat-
ment of the qubit as a passive (or non-invasive) sensor
of the environmental dynamics, rather than an object
that modifies the environmental fluctuations, is easier to
justify than in the case of general Q-E coupling.
B. Dynamical decoupling with short pulses
We assume that the qubit can be initialized in a super-
position of its energy eigenstates, subsequently evolving
under the influence of E while being subjected to a se-
quence of rotations by π about its x or y axis, and finally
that its state is read out after total evolution time T .
Application of a sequence of π rotations is known to
lead to dynamical decoupling (DD) of the qubit from its
environment [24, 25, 27, 30–32, 34]. The basic principle,
known since the seminal work of Erwin Hahn on spin
echo, in which a single π pulse is applied at T/2 [62], is
especially clear in the pure dephasing context. π pulses
interchange the amplitudes of the two qubit states, which
is formally equivalent to flipping the sign of the Q-E
coupling. The influence of any noise that is quasi-static
(i.e. static on timescale of T ) is completely removed at
the readout time T if the periods of time corresponding to
the two signs of the coupling are equal. Generalizations
of Hahn’s echo to sequences of multiple pulses also date
back to the 1950s, starting with the work of Carr and
Purcell [63].
In this review we will assume that the rotations of
the qubit can be well approximated by a sequence of
very short (essentially instantaneous) π pulses, so that
the qubit evolution consists of periods of free evolution,
UˆF (tk+1, tk), interspersed with −iσˆx or −iσˆy operators
acting on the qubit at pulse times tk. Of course, realis-
tic pulses have finite time, but this, in principle, should
not be an issue as long as the pulse duration is shorter
than other relevant timescales in the problem. More im-
portantly, they are imperfect. Reviewing the large body
of literature devoted to the design of robust pulses is
beyond the scope of this article. We only mention one
important concept. When the pulse errors are system-
atic (i.e. all the rotations are imperfect in the same way
during time T ), it is possible to design a sequence which
is largely resilient to accumulation of errors. This can
be achieved by choosing the pulse spacing (see, e.g., the
so-called concatenated DD [28]), or by choosing a pat-
tern of πx and πy pulses for a given pulse spacing. The
latter approach was first demonstrated by the modifica-
tion of the Carr-Purcell sequence by Meiboom and Gill
[64, 65], which avoids error accumulation when the qubit
is initialized parallel to the axis of rotations. Subsequent
modifications of patterns of πx and πy pulses in the Carr-
4Purcell sequence suppress error accumulation for all the
initial qubit states [14, 66, 67], allowing us to safely as-
sume ideal pulses when describing experimental control
sequences.
C. Qubit dephasing under dynamical decoupling
Phase noise affects only the off-diagonal elements of
the qubit state – its coherence. The figure of merit is
W (T ), the ratio of the qubit coherence at time T and its
initial value:
W (T ) ≡ 〈+|ρˆQ(T )|−〉〈+|ρˆQ(0)|−〉 , (3)
where |±〉 are the eigenstates of σˆz qubit operator, and
ρˆQ(T ) is the qubit’s density matrix at the readout time.
Note that for freely evolving qubit the LHS above should
be multiplied by e−iΩt in order to cancel this trivial
phase (for evolution under DD this phase is absent). In
the case of classical noise, ρˆQ(T ) represents the evolu-
tion of the qubit averaged over the realizations of the
noise. In the case of quantum noise, ρˆQ(T ) should
be interpreted as the qubit’s reduced density matrix,
ρˆQ(T )=TrE [ρˆQE(T )], where TrE(...) is the partial trace
over the environmental degrees of freedom, and ρˆQE is
the density matrix of the whole system.
We focus now on the evolution under a DD sequence of
ideal π pulses, taken here to be about the x axis, without
any loss of generality of all the final formulas. Note that
for definition (3) to be useful in the case of sequences
with odd number of pulses, for which 〈+| ρˆQ(T ) |−〉 ∝
〈−| ρˆQ(0) |+〉, such sequences should be augmented by
adding one more π pulse at the readout time T . With
each DD sequence we can associate the so-called time-
domain filter function, fT (t), which takes values of ±1 for
t ∈ [0, T ] (and is equal to zero for other times), switching
its sign at pulse times tk:
fT (t) =
n∑
k=0
(−1)kΘ(t− tk)Θ (tk+1 − t) , (4)
where Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function, n is the number
of pulses in the sequence, and we have used the conven-
tion that t0 = 0 and tn+1 = T .
In what follows we assume that bz(t) represents a clas-
sical stochastic process, but the final expression connect-
ing W (T ) with the spectrum of a Gaussian noise is the
same in the quantum case, see A for a derivation. In
the absence of control over the qubit, its free evolution is
governed by UˆF(T, 0) = exp
[
− i2 σˆz
∫ T
0
bz(t)dt
]
. The in-
stantaneous ideal π pulses cause qubit flips that interrupt
normal phase evolution in such a way, that the evolution
after the pulse picks immediately from the evolution be-
fore the pulse ended, hence
Uˆ(tn+1 = T, t0 = 0) = UˆF(T, tn)(−iσˆx)UˆF(tn, tn−1) . . .
×UˆF(t3, t2)(−iσˆx)UˆF(t2, t1)(−iσˆx)UˆF(t1, 0)
= (−i)n( . . . e−i 12 σˆz ∫ t3t2 bz(t)dt
×e−i 12 (−σˆz)
∫ t2
t1
bz(t)dte−i
1
2 σˆz
∫ t1
0 bz(t)dt
)
= (−i)ne−i 12 σˆz
∫
T
0
fT (t)bz(t)dt (5)
where we used the relation σˆx exp[−iασˆz ]σˆx =
exp[−iα(σˆxσˆzσˆx)] = exp[+iασˆz ], and the consequent
piecewise sign alteration of σˆz is now accounted for by
the filter function fT (t). Note that adding a π pulse at
the final time T , or even replacing some (or all) of the πx
pulses by πy rotations about the y axis, gives a result for
Uˆ(T, 0) that differs from the one above only by a global
phase. The latter cancels out from the final expression
for W (T ), which reads [30, 31, 39, 40, 68]
W (T ) =
〈
exp
[
−i
∫ T
0
fT (t)bz(t)dt
]〉
≡
〈
e−iφ(T )
〉
,
(6)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes averaging over realizations of the
stochastic process bz(t).
D. Environmental noise
Performing the average in Eq. (6) is, in general a
formidable task. It becomes however easy if we can as-
sume that the noise bz(t) is Gaussian, i.e. its properties
are fully determined by its average 〈bz(t)〉 (which we as-
sume to be zero for simplicity) and its autocorrelation
function, given in the classical (cl) and quantum (qm)
noise cases by
Ccl(t1 − t2) = 〈bz(t1)bz(t2)〉 , (7)
Cqm(t1 − t2) = 1
2
TrE (ρˆE{bz(t1), bz(t2)}) , (8)
where { . , . } is the anticommutator. Note that we have
also assumed here that the noise is stationary, i.e. its
autocorrelation function depends only on the time dif-
ference t1 − t2 (note that for quantum noise this is true
when [HˆE , ρˆE ] = 0). The use of a symmetrized correla-
tion function in the quantum case is not an outcome of
our choice – it is in fact dictated by the assumption of
pure dephasing, as shown in A.
In more technical terms, Gaussian character of the
noise means that all the higher-order moments,
M clk (t1 . . . tk) = 〈bz(t1)bz(t2) . . . bz(tk)〉 , (9)
Mqmk (t1 . . . tk) =
1
2
∑
p∈Sk
k−1∏
i=1
Θ(tp(i+1) − tp(i))
TrE(ρˆE{bˆz(tp(k)), {bˆz(tp(k−1)), . . . {bˆz(tp(2)), bˆz(tp(1))} . . .}}) ,
(10)
5(here Sk are all permutations of {1, . . . k}) factorize into
products of C(ti − tj). From this point we shall sup-
press cl/qm superscript when the nature of noise is not
important. For example, the four-point moment is given
by
M4(t1, t2, t3, t4)= C(t1 − t2)C(t3 − t4)
+C(t1 − t3)C(t2 − t4)
+C(t1 − t4)C(t2 − t3) . (11)
The non-Gaussian case, in which non-trivial multi-point
correlation functions of bz(t) have to be taken into ac-
count will be discussed at some length in Section VB. For
now, let us assert that the Gaussian approximation for
bz(t) is realistic in many experimentally relevant cases,
and in fact the application of DD sequences used for noise
spectroscopy can improve the accuracy of this approxi-
mation. This will be further discussed in Section IV.
An important quantity characterizing a noise is the
range of its correlation function, i.e. such τc that
C(τ) −→
|τ |≫τc
0. For classical noise, the correlation func-
tion can be thought of as a measure of the predictive
power of the observer: on average, how reliably one can
infer the value of the noise at t1 given its value at t2
(or vice versa). For example, the correlation time of
deterministic signal is infinite, because given the initial
condition in a form of, e.g. ξ(t2), it is in principle pos-
sible to determine with certainty the value of noise at
any other (even very distant) time. The introduction
of randomness involves a loss of information and it di-
minishes this level of confidence. As a result the cor-
relation time is shortened. Obviously, such an interpre-
tation is not compatible with quantum noise, since it
does not make sense to consider definite values of opera-
tor quantities. Instead, the decay of quantum correlation
function indicates “dense” structure of environmental en-
ergy levels. W can illustrate this point with a help of
bath’s Hamiltonian eigenstates, HˆE |i〉 = ǫi|i〉, by writing
Cqm(t) = Re
∑
i〈i|ρˆE |i〉
∑
j〈i|ξˆ|j〉e−i(ǫi−ǫj)t〈j|ξˆ|i〉. For ξˆ
that couples only isolated levels, Cqm has mostly oscil-
latory character. When the levels are more dense, the
“trajectories” of virtual excitations induced by ξˆ start to
interfere with each other. This results in the correlation
function decay on a time scale set by the spread of energy
level differences (i.e. the bandwidth of the environment),
ǫi − ǫj. Naturally, this time scale defines the correlation
time of the noise.
A noise for which τc → 0, so that C(t) ∝ δ(t), is called
white, while a noise with non-zero correlation time is re-
ferred to as a colored. Note, that the fact that a noise is
colored does not necessary mean it is “non-Markovian”,
at least in a sense used in context of stochastic process
theory [69, 70] (and, furthermore, white noise is not nec-
essarily a Markovian process [71]). For classical noise,
the memoryless, or Markovian, ξ(t) is defined as such
a stochastic process for which its probability distribu-
tion evolve according to Pt(ξ) =
∫
dξ′Wt,t′(ξ, ξ
′)Pt′(ξ
′)
for t > t′, with the propagator Wt,t′(ξ, ξ
′) that sat-
isfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov-Smoluchowski composi-
tion rule, Wt,t′(ξ, ξ
′) =
∫
dξ′′Wt,t′′(ξ, ξ
′′)Wt′′,t′(ξ
′′, ξ′)
for t > t′′ > t′. An extreme example of Markovian pro-
cess is a deterministic process describing, e.g. trajectory
of particle which motion is governed by Newtonian me-
chanics. The Markovianity of noise plays an important
role in most of the technical aspects of stochastic pro-
cess theory, mostly because memoryless processes can be
described by a fairly simple and unified formalism. How-
ever, from the point of view of noise spectroscopy, the
Markovian property has very little relevance. For ex-
ample, there is only one Markovian process that is also
Gaussian and stationary: the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cess [70]. It is distinguished among all other Gaussian
noises merely by the shape of its correlation function,
which is ∝ e−|t|/τc . Interestingly, a prominent example
of a non-Gaussian process, the Random Telegraph Noise
(which will be discussed in the context of noise spec-
troscopy in Sec. IVE), has the same form of two-point
correlation function (but, being non-Gaussian, it is also
characterized by infinite number of higher-order correla-
tion functions that do not factorize as in Eq (11)).
As a side note, let us mention that white noise bz(t)
leads to exponential decay of coherence (see the next Sec-
tion), which can be described using a time-local Mas-
ter equation (involving time-independent Lindblad oper-
ators) for dynamics of qubit’s density matrix. The pro-
cess of decay of coherence is thus “Markovian”. For dis-
cussion of non-Markovian features of dynamics of a sys-
tem driven by noise, but not of the noise to which the
system is subjected, see e.g. [72].
E. Dynamical decoupling as noise filtering
An equivalent, more convenient definition of the Gaus-
sian property is that for φ(T ) being a linear functional
of bz(t) we have
W (T ) = 〈e−iφ(T )〉 = e− 12 〈φ2(T )〉 ≡ e−χ(T ) . (12)
Here, the attenuation factor χ(T ), is given by
χ(T ) =
1
2
〈φ2(T )〉
=
1
2
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt2 fT (t1)fT (t2)C(t1 − t2)
=
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
|f˜T (ω)|2S(ω) , (13)
where f˜T (ω) =
∫
dte−iωtfT (t) is the Fourier transform of
the time-domain filter function, and S(ω) is the spectrum
(or power spectral density) of noise, given by
S(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dte−iωtC(t) . (14)
The Fourier transform of time-domain filter function has
a characteristic form, conveniently parametrized by the
6set of ratios δk = tk/T :
|f˜T (ω)|2 = T 2
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=0
(−1)ke−iωT
(
δk+1+δk
2
)
× (δk+1 − δk) sinc
(
ωT (δk+1 − δk)
2
)∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∑n
k=0(−1)k(e−iωTδk+1 − e−iωTδk)
∣∣2
ω2
≡ 2F (ωT )
ω2
, (15)
which lead to a widely used form form [30] of Eq. (13)
χ(T )=
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
F (ωT )
ω2
S(ω)=
∫ ∞
0
dω
π
F (ωT )
ω2
S(ω), (16)
where we used the relation S(−ω) = S(ω)∗ = S(ω) for
spectral density of a symmetric correlation function C(t)
for both classical and quantum noises, see Eqs. (7,8).
Depending on one’s preferences, either |f˜T (ω)|2 or F (ωT )
can be called the frequency domain filter function.
The above results show that pure dephasing due to
Gaussian noise can be naturally viewed as occurring due
to the influence of noise filtered by a function defined
by the pulse sequence applied to the qubit [29–31, 39].
This is in fact an example of a more general observation
that the decoherence, calculated up to the second order
in coupling for a general form of qubit driving (possibly
other than a sequence of short pulses), can be related to
an appropriately defined filtered noise spectrum [27, 73–
75], see Sec. IVA.
In the simplest case of no pulses, i.e. for a freely evolv-
ing qubit or, using terminology borrowed from NMR,
qubit experiencing free induction decay (FID) we have
[40, 52]
|f˜ (FID)T (ω)|2 =
2F (FID)(ωT )
ω2
= T 2sinc2
(
ωT
2
)
, (17)
see Fig. (1), and the attenuation function reads
χ(FID)(T ) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
T 2sinc2
(
ωT
2
)
S(ω) (18)
In the long-time limit, (T/2π)sinc2(ωT/2) approaches
a Dirac delta function, and if S(ω) is flat flat in fre-
quency range |ω|< 2π/T for realistically long T , we ob-
tain an asymptotically exponential decay of coherence
with χ(T )→ TS(0)/2 [76]. Such a decay occurs for any
pulse sequence when the noise is white, i.e. S(ω)=const
up to a large frequency ωc - to derive this one has to use∫
f2T (t)dt =
∫ |f˜T (ω)|2dω/2π = T in Eq. (13). Exponen-
tial decay of a freely evolving qubit in fact rarely hap-
pens for qubits embedded in a solid-state environment,
in which we most often encounter many low-energy ex-
citations, and thus large noise power at low frequencies.
If most of the total noise power σ2 is concentrated at
frequencies much lower than typical 1/T used in experi-
ments, so that
σ2 ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
S(ω) ≈
∫ 1
T
− 1
T
dω
2π
S(ω), (19)
we should rather make the following low frequency (LF)
approximation:
χ(FID,LF)(T ) ≈ 1
2
∫ 1
T
− 1
T
dω
2π
|f˜ (FID)T (ω)|2S(ω)
≈ T
2
2
sinc2(0)
∫ 1
T
− 1
T
S(ω)
dω
2π
=
σ2T 2
2
(20)
which leads to Gaussian decay of coherence:
W (FID,LF)(T ) = e−(T/T
∗
2 )
2
, (21)
where T ∗2 ≡
√
2/σ is the decay time due to inhomogeneous
broadening. The decay here occurs due to fluctuations
with frequencies |ω| < 2π/T , i.e. due to random shifts of
the qubit energy splitting that are constant during each
evolution of duration T , but which vary from one repeti-
tion of qubit evolution to another. This is the definition
of a quasi-static environment dominating observed deco-
herence.
An even more interesting case is that of 1/fβ type
noise, common in solid state setting [61], for which
S(ω) ∝ 1/ωβ down to unobservably small (or nonexis-
tent, see e.g. [77]) low-frequency cutoff. The observed T ∗2
time depends then on the value of this cutoff, that is typ-
ically given by the inverse of the total data acquisition
time, TM , e.g. for β = 1, we have T
∗
2 ∝
√
1/ ln(TM/T )
[78]. Note that dependence of T ∗2 on TM was observed
for a quantum dot-based qubit exposed to 1/fβ charge
noise [43].
Application of a balanced sequence of pulses, defined by
f˜T (0) =
∫
fT (t)dt = 0, obviously removes the influence
of zero-frequency noise, but the degree of suppression of
low-frequency noise depends on the pulse pattern. For
the simplest case of spin echo (SE), in which δ1 = 1/2,
we have [40, 52]
|f˜ (SE)T (ω)|2 =
16 sin4 ωT4
ω2
, (22)
see Fig. (1), so that the LF contribution to the attenua-
tion factor is
χ(SE,LF)(T ) ≈ T
4
32
∫ 2pi
T
0
dω
π
ω2S(ω) . (23)
Therefore, the LF part of the spectral density is be-
ing suppressed by ω2. Sequences with more pulses of-
fer even stronger LF suppression, in the sense that the
low-frequency expansion of the respective filter function
starts with higher powers of ω. For example, the periodic
(PDD) sequence composed of n ∈ odd equidistant pulses
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FIG. 1. Time- and frequency-domain filter functions for freely
evolving qubit (upper panels), and a qubit subjected to an
echo sequence (lower panels).
(not that PDD with even n is not balanced), defined by
δk=k/(n+ 1), gives a filter
|f (PDD)T (ω)|2=
4
ω2
tan2
ωT
2(n+ 1)
sin2
ωT
2
, (24)
so that the LF noise is suppressed by ω2 factor (as in
the SE case) while for the Carr-Purcell (CP) sequence,
defined by δk=(k − 12 )T/n, we have for even n
|f (CP)T (ω)|2 =
16
ω2
sin4 ωT4n
cos2 ωT2n
sin2
ωT
2
. (25)
so that the LF noise is suppressed by ω4 factor, and if
the decoherence is dominated by the LF contribution, we
have χ(T )∝T 6.
One can ask “what is the DD sequence that suppresses
the low-frequency noise most effectively?” Despite the
fact that the design of pulse sequences has been an ac-
tive area of research in NMR for many years, an elegant
answer was given only in 2007 [29]. It was shown that if
we define the “best high-pass filter” as the one for which,
for a given number of pulses n, the leading term in the
Taylor expansion of F (ωT ) around zero has a maximal
power of ωT , then the pulse spacing has to be given by:
δk = sin
2
(
πk
2(n+ 1)
)
, (26)
which leads to F (ωT ) ∝ (ωT )2n+2 for ωT ≪ 1. This
condition for maximal suppression of environmental in-
fluence for short T holds also in purely quantum setting,
in which one also obtains χ(T ) ∝ T 2n+2 [79–81], justi-
fying the name of the universal DD (UDD) sequence.
Note however that UDD is more effective than other DD
sequences in decoherence suppression when the classical
noise spectrum has a hard cutoff at high frequency ωHF
(so that S(ω) ∼ exp(−ω/ωHF) for ω > ωHF), and when
ωHFT≪1 is fulfilled. When this is not the case, e.g. when
the noise spectrum has a power-law tail (or when the
bandwidth of quantum environment is larger than 1/T
[80, 81]), CP sequence leads to stronger decoherence sup-
pression [7, 9, 30].
It should be clear now that an accurate measurement
of W (T ) (and thus χ(T )) is a source of information on
the noise spectrum, but due to the integral form of χ(T )
it is not possible, in general, to reconstruct a completely
unknown S(ω) from a signal measured under a given DD
sequence. Some progress can be made if we have some
a priori information about the spectrum. For example,
if we expect the spectrum to have a hard cutoff at high
frequency ωHF so that S(ω)∼exp(−ω/ωHF) for ω>ωHF,
then applying an n-pulse UDD sequence of total length
T < 2π/ωHF results in [30]
χ(UDD)(T )≈ 16(n+ 1)
2
[(n+ 1)!]2
(
T
4
)2n+2∫ ωHF
0
dω
2π
ω2nS(ω). (27)
In this setting, measurements of the attenuation factor
give access to even moments of S(ω), which allows for
its reconstruction (note that the spectrum is an even,
non-negative function).
Another example is an often-encountered noise in con-
densed matter setting with S(ω) = Aβ+1/ωβ (where A
has the units of frequency). For this noise, a change of
variables in Eq. (16) gives
χ(β)(T ) = (AT )β+1
∫ ∞
0
dx
π
F (x)
x2+β
, (28)
so that a fit of the super-exponential function e−(T/T2)
α
to the observed coherence decay allows one to extract the
exponent β=α− 1 [30].
The above examples show how decoherence due to a
low-frequency noise is suppressed by dynamical decou-
pling sequences that lead to high-pass filtering in |f˜T (ω)|2
(or F (ωT )). Is it however crucial to also pay attention
to the high-frequency features of the filter functions. For
periodic pulse sequences, in which the π pulses are evenly
spaced, or a block of pulses is repeated many times,
the corresponding filters also exhibit pass-band and stop-
band (or notch) behavior [31], i.e. noise in specific narrow
frequency ranges is allowed to pass freely, while it is very
strongly suppressed in other ranges. This is not obvi-
ous from inspection of the filter functions in Eqs. (24)
and (25), but becomes apparent after plotting them, see
Fig. 2. A transparent analytical analysis of the pass-
band behavior will be give in the next Section. Here
let us only note that these filters consist of periodically
spaced narrow peaks at ωT =(k − 12 )2π(n+ 1) for PDD
8and ωT = (k − 12 )2πn for CP [30]. This leads to an
approximate solution to Eq. (28) that reads
χ(β)(T ) ≈ (AT )
β+1
π2(2πn)β
∞∑
k=1
1
(k − 12 )2+β
≡
(
T
T2
)β+1
, (29)
for CP and similarly for PDD where that factor (2πn)β
in the denominator is replaced by (2π(n+1))β (note that
in the above equation we have corrected a typo in [30]).
The resulting scaling, T2 ∝ nγ with γ = β/(β + 1) was
used to estimate β in several experiments [42, 67, 82].
Note that in [42], the value of β = 2.6 obtained from
fitting of T2 vs n dependence for large n was shown to be
consistent with an even-odd effect observed for small n,
for which distinct low-frequency behavior of even/odd n
CP sequences [30] visibly affects the coherence time.
The frequency-comb nature of the CP/PDD filters [5]
leads to much more general consequences. The pass-band
behavior of periodic pulse sequences is the basis of the
most direct method of noise spectroscopy with dynamical
decoupling, and the following Section is devoted to the
description of this method.
F. Noise spectroscopy with periodic sequences
Here we review the key theoretical results, showing
how a qubit subjected to dynamical decoupling can be
used as a spectrometer of environmental noise. The ba-
sic idea is the following: a periodic DD sequence, with
fT (t) characterized by period Tp and the corresponding
characteristic angular frequency ωp = 2π/Tp, modulates
the noise experienced by the qubit. Noise frequencies
ω≪ ωp are strongly suppressed (“echoed away”), while
ω≫ωp self-average to zero – the mechanism is basically
that of motional narrowing. The frequencies that pass
through the filter are ωp and its harmonics, and for a DD
sequence consisting of many pulses, only they contribute
to the observed decoherence. This mechanism was de-
scribed in a seminal work on using qubits as sensors of
ac fields [83], compared to creation of “optical interfer-
ence from diffraction grating” in [5], termed “quantum
lock-in” in [41], and mentioned in the context of sensing
nuclear spins with a NV center in [84]. It was translated
into easy-to-use spectroscopic formulae for general noise
spectra in [35–38].
Let us write the time-domain filter function as
fT (t) = Θ (T − t)Θ (t)
∑
m
cmωpe
imωpt , (30)
where
cω =
1
T
∫ T
0
e−iωtfT (t)dt (31)
is the Fourier series coefficient, and the characteristic fre-
quency of the sequence, ωp is the smallest multiple of
2π/T present in the expansion. For example, for a se-
quence of odd number, n, of equidistant pulses (the PDD
sequence), ωp = 2π/(2τ) = π(n + 1)/T , where τ is the
delay between consecutive pulses and T = (n+1)τ is the
total duration of the sequence. For a general pulse se-
quence with no apparent internal periodicity, the small-
est frequency possible in the expansion of fT (t) is the
fundamental frequency defined by the duration of the se-
quence, 2π/T .
Now we write the Fourier transform of fT (t) in the
following form:
f˜T (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt e−iωtfT (t)
=
∫ T
0
dt e−iωt
(∑
m
cmωpe
imωpt
)
=
∑
m
cmωpe
−i
T (ω−mωp)
2 T sinc
(
T (ω −mωp)
2
)
, (32)
and then taking its modulus square one gets
|f˜T (ω)|2 = T
∑
m
|cmωp |2 T sinc2
(
T (ω −mωp)
2
)
+
∑
m1 6=m2
cm1ωpc
∗
m2ωpe
iTωp(m1−m22 )
×T sinc
(
T (ω −m1ωp)
2
)
T sinc
(
T (ω −m2ωp)
2
)
.(33)
As T → ∞, both T sinc(ωT/2) and T sinc2(ωT/2)
approach 2πδ(ω). Consequently, the second term in
Eq. (33) becomes negligible compared to the first one,
and the frequency space filter function can be approxi-
mated by a series of δ-functions at multiples of the char-
acteristic frequency ωp, with weights given by squared
moduli of the Fourier coefficients |cmωp |2. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 for CP and PDD sequences. The peaks
at ωp = π/τ and its odd harmonics are clearly visible,
and they become narrower and sharper with increasing
n (equivalently, T ).
If the spectral density can be treated as approxi-
mately constant in a narrow frequency range correspond-
ing to the width of the sinc2 functions regularizing the
δ-functions, Eq. (13) can be approximated as
χ(T ) ≈ T
∑
m>0
|cmωp |2S(mωp), (34)
where we assumed no zero frequency component (bal-
anced sequence with
∫
fT (t)dt = 0). This is the quan-
titative relation between the decoherence rate and the
noise spectrum evaluated at a set of discrete frequencies.
It shows that the sequence acts as a frequency comb: it
picks out the values of the noise spectrum only at the
multiples of the characteristic frequency ωp and outputs
the weighted average of the spectrum, with weights given
by the Fourier coefficients of the filter function.
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FIG. 2. Frequency-domain filter functions, |f˜T (ω)|
2 for two
pulse sequences: the upper panels depict CP sequence with
n = 6 (A1) and n = 20 (A2) pulses, while the lower panels
show PDD sequence with n = 5 (B1) and n = 19 (B2) pulses.
The peaks of the filters of both sequences are located at ω=
ωp=pi/τ and its odd harmonics, with widths ∝ 1/n, and their
heights follow from |cmωp |
2 ∝ 1/m2, see text.
The accuracy of Eq. (34) is discussed in [85]. Here we
mention that replacing |f˜T (ω)|2 with a series of delta-
like functions results in a relative error that roughly
scales with the total duration of the sequence as ∼
(1 − e−T/τc)τc/T for Lorentzian spectrum, and ∼ (1 −
e−
1
2T
2/τ2c )τc/T − (1−
√
2/π
∫ T/τc
0 e
− 12 t
2
dt) for Gaussian-
shaped spectrum. The error goes to zero for T much
longer then τc – the correlation time of the noise. In the
case of very narrow-bandwidth noise, it is possible that
at finite T , the width of the nascent delta functions of the
filter is actually larger than the bandwidth of S(ω). The
delta-function approximation for f˜T (ω) cannot be used
then. For an example, see Section IVF.
Since the Fourier series expansion uniquely determines
a function defined on interval [0, T ], it follows that the
only sequences with well defined characteristic frequen-
cies higher than 2π/T (π/T ) for even (odd) number of
pulses (i.e. with cω nonzero only for ω = mωp with in-
teger m), are sequences of equidistant pulses and all se-
quences phase-shifted with respect to them. By phase-
shifted we mean here sequences with corresponding filter
functions f
(1)
T (t) and f
(2)
T (t) (that are nonzero only for
0 < t < T ) such that their periodically extended versions
f
(i)
T−period(t) ≡
∑
k Θ((k + 1)T − t)Θ(t− kT )f (i)T (t− kT )
can be transformed one into another by a simple trans-
lation, i.e. there exists t0 such that f
(1)
T−period(t) =
0 τ 2τ 3τ 4τ 5τ 6τ
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FIG. 3. Time-domain filter function fT (t) for n = 6 pulse CP
sequence (upper panel) and n = 5 pulse PDD sequence (lower
panel). The interpulse time is τ , and the total sequence time
is T = 6τ . Dashed lines show the periodic extension of the
filter function to t outside of [0, T ] interval. The two extended
filters are related through time-shift by t0=τ/2. This means
that the Fourier series coefficients from Eq. (31) differ only
by phase between the two sequences.
f
(2)
T−period(t − t0), see Fig. 3 for example involving CP
and PDD sequences. The Fourier series coefficients of
phase-shifted sequences differ only by a phase factor
c
(1)
mωp = e
imωpt0c
(2)
mωp . For example, a CP sequence of
n + 1 (n ∈ odd) pulses applied at 12τ, 32τ, 52τ, . . . , n+12 τ
is phase-shifted with respect to a PDD sequence with
pulses applied at τ, 2τ, . . . , nτ and c
(CP)
mωp = e
impi2 c
(PDD)
mωp .
This phase difference is irrelevant for the spectroscopic
formula, Eq. (34). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where
one can see that for large n the |f˜T (ω)|2 filters for CP
and PDD sequences that are related by a phase-shift are
indistinguishable in the high-frequency region in which
their peaks are the most important features.
More generally, the frequency comb structure can also
be achieved with sequences without well defined (non-
trivial) characteristic frequency. As mentioned above,
the spectroscopic formula, Eq. (34), is a good approxi-
mation for a long sequence duration, T . In the case of
phase-shifted CP sequences, T can be easily extended by
adding more pulses. Such modification does not alter the
Fourier decomposition of the sequence, hence the only
result is the improvement of the quality of the approx-
imation. For more complicated sequences with pulses
that are not equidistant, the long T limit is obtained by
repeating a base sequence of duration TB multiple (M)
times, so that T = MTB is effectively extended without
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changing the structure of the filter in Fourier space:
c(repeated)ω =
1
MTB
∫ MTB
0
f
(repeated)
MTB
(t)eiωtdt ,
=
1
TB
∫ TB
0
f
(base)
TB
(t)eiωtdt = c(base)ω . (35)
G. Spectral density reconstruction
For a given sequence with characteristic frequency and
a set of Fourier coefficients, {cmωp}, it is only possible to
measure the average χ(T )/T =
∑
m>0 |cmωp |2S(mωp).
In general this does not provide enough information
to reconstruct the spectral density of the noise. How-
ever, assuming that the spectrum and/or the Fourier
coefficients of the sequence become negligibly small at
high frequencies, the average can be approximated by
a finite number of terms:
∑
m>0 |cmωp |2S(mωp) ≈∑
0<m≤mc
|cmωp |2S(mωp). In particular, when it is jus-
tified to take mc = 1, the method gives a direct access to
the noise spectrum at ωp. For example, for a CP sequence
with ωp = π/τ , one gets
χ(T ) ≈ T |c(CP)ωp |2S(ωp) =
4T
π2
S(ωp) . (36)
Using this simple equation is the most straightforward
method of noise spectroscopy: one measures coherence
for sequence durations T =nτ with increasing n, and for
large enough n (in the “spectroscopic limit”) the results
should fall on e−Γnτ curve [35], and if Eq. (36) is a good
approximation, the decay rate is given by Γ=4S(ωp)/π
2.
Then, by adjusting τ one can scan over the whole spec-
trum.
Generally, when mc > 1, the spectrum reconstruction
becomes a problem of solving the linear equations with
known coefficients |cmωp |2 (m ≤ mc) for the set of un-
knowns S(mωp). This was addressed in the work of
A´lvarez and Suter [35] that put the noise spectroscopy
technique described here on firm footing. In order to
successfully determine the spectrum, one must generate
a system of equations by performing a set of measure-
ments with different pulse sequences {c(i)mωi}. The se-
quences must be chosen in an appropriate way, so that:
(i) they do not yield dependent equations, (ii) there is
an overlap in filtered frequencies (i.e. there is a set of
integers m,m′ such that mωi = m
′ωj for i 6= j), so that
the equations share the same unknowns, thereby forming
a system, (iii) the error from cutting-off high frequencies
is acceptable.
As an example, for a CP sequence with Fourier co-
efficients c
(CP)
mωp = 2e
impi2 /(iπm) for m ∈ odd and
zero otherwise, the system of equations can be con-
structed in the following way. We start with a cer-
tain ω1 = π/τ1 = πn1/T1, where n1 and T1 are the
number of pulses and total duration of the first se-
quence. The first measurement involves power spectrum
values at odd multiples of ω1:
∑
m |c(1)mω1 |2S(mω1) =
4
π
(
S(ω1) +
1
32S(3ω1) +
1
52S(5ω1) + . . .
)
. The second
equation is obtained by applying another CP se-
quence with adjusted number of pulses n2 and to-
tal time T2 so that ω2 = πn2/T2 = 3ω1, then the
measured averaged spectrum is
∑
m |c(2)mω2 |2S(mω2) =
4
π
(
S(3ω1) +
1
32S(9ω1) +
1
52S(15ω1) + . . .
)
. The next
equation is obtained by applying a sequence with fre-
quency matching the next harmonic present in the orig-
inal sequence, namely ω3 = 5ω1, and so on, until the
characteristic frequency of the last sequence reaches the
chosen cut-off frequency present in the first sequence. Be-
cause of the cut-off, this method produces a finite and
consistent system of equations.
The method described above can be conveniently sum-
marized in matrix notation. Denote by χ(s)(Ts) the at-
tenuation factor measured in an experimental run with
applied pulse sequence s, described by the filter func-
tion f
(s)
Ts
(t). Then the relation between measured data
and the spectral density can be cast onto a linear trans-
formation U [35] with matrix elements derived from the
coefficients c
(s)
mωs :
χ(s)(Ts)
Ts
≈
∑
m<mc
|c(s)mωs |2S(mωs) ≡
∑
m
Us,mSm . (37)
In the case of the example described above, only values
of spectrum at odd multiples of ω1 = π/τ1 are present,
hence we have Sm = S[(2m− 1)ω1]. The matrix U is a
sparse upper triangle and its elements can be written in
a compact way as
Us,m =
∞∑
n=1
4
π2n2
δ(2m−1),(2s−1)n , (38)
with the values of indices s,m = 0, 1 . . . (mc − 1)/2 trun-
cated by the assumed cut-off. Thus, the reconstruction
of the spectral density has been reduced to inverting the
matrix U , as first described by A´lvarez and Suter in [35].
The restrictions set upon the pulse sequences translate
into unambiguous and easily verifiable properties of U ,
e.g., it has to be a well-conditioned invertible matrix.
The reconstruction procedure can become more
straightforward for repeated base sequences without a
well-defined characteristic frequency. As explained in
previous Section, for large number M of repetitions
of a base sequence having duration TB, the frequency
comb picks out frequencies being multiples of 2π/TB.
Forming consistent systems of independent equations
for such sequences (with corresponding non-singular U -
matrices) requires less careful consideration in compari-
son to phase-shifted CP sequences. For example, using
base sequences with pulses applies at random times it is
almost guaranteed that each sequence generated in such
a way will have non-zero Fourier coefficients for every
multiply of fundamental frequency 2π/TB, and it is al-
most impossible to obtain two sequences with exactly the
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FIG. 4. Original (solid lines) and reconstructed (symbols)
Gaussian noise spectrum defined in Eq. (39). Open circles
(squares) correspond to the single-peak approximation from
Eq. (36) (A´lvarez-Suter protocol described in the text). The
Lorentzian weight is S0 = 2pi kHz, and its center and width
are ω0 = 0 and τ
−1
c = 4 kHz in Figures (a) and (b) and ω0 = 3
kHz and τ−1c = 2 kHz in Figures (c) and (d). In all cases we
take the minimal interpulse time to be τ32 = 4 × 10
−4 sec,
setting the frequency cut-off ωmax = pi/τ32. In (a) and (c) we
use two-pulse CP sequences, while in (b) and (d) these base
sequences are repeated 40 times.
same distributions. Consequently the resultant matrix U
is almost surely invertible. In [60] using blocks consist-
ing of a few concatenated DD sequences of various orders
stringed together was advocated, and it was shown that
using such a family of sequences possessing incommen-
surate periodicities, one can extend the spectrum recon-
struction to higher frequencies, compared to using the
A´lvarez-Suter reconstruction with CP sequences obey-
ing the same constraints for pulse spacing (e.g. for the
precision with which a realistic pulse can be applied at
required time). The downside is that the matrix is also
dense, which might lead to unfavorably high condition
number and overall drop in the accuracy of the recon-
struction, especially due to systematic error caused by
the cut-off.
Finally, phase-shifted CP sequences do not include a
zero frequency component in their filter functions. There-
fore, it is impossible to reconstruct the power spectrum
at exactly ω = 0 with such sequences. One can only
approach zero frequency asymptotically by, e.g. extend-
ing the duration while keeping the number of pulses
fixed. Alternatively, the exact zero-frequency component
can be accessed by introducing an unbalanced sequence,
c0 ∝
∫
fT (t)dt 6= 0, into the protocol, as it was done
in [60]. Note that for 1/f type noise the qubit exposed
to low frequency noise decoheres very strongly, and con-
sequently both of these methods have to rely on mea-
surements of very small values of coherence, that might
not be measurable in the presence of realistic amounts of
noise.
We conclude this section with an example that illus-
trates the method and some of the considerations men-
tioned above, in generating a reliable and robust noise
spectrum reconstruction. Consider a Gaussian noise,
characterized by a Lorentzian spectrum:
S(ω) =
S0
1 + τ2c (|ω| − ω0)2
, (39)
and depicted by the solid lines in Figure 4, where ω0 = 0
in Figs. (a) and (b) and ω0 = 3 kHz in Figs. (c) and
(d). We have performed noise reconstruction using 32
CP sequences with variable interpulse delays: τ1, τ2 =
τ1/2, τ3 = τ1/3, . . . , τ32 = τ1/32. The frequency range
in the reconstructed spectra is bound by ωmin = π/τ1
and ωmax = 32ωmin (i.e. mc = 32). Open circles
in Fig. 4 correspond to the single-peak approximation,
Eq. (36), whereas open squares depict the results of the
full A´lvarez-Suter protocol, Eq. (37). In both cases, the
measured data, χ(s)(Ts), used in the protocol, have been
simulated by exact integration over the filtered original
noise spectrum. In Figs. (a) and (c) we have used two-
pulse sequences (n=2) with durations Ts=2τs (i.e. short
total duration), compromising the spectroscopic approx-
imation, whereas in Figs. (b) and (d) we have used n=80
pulses (equivalently, the base 2-pulse sequences from (a)
and (c) are repeated M = 40 times). The resulting
reconstruction with these extended sequence durations
is considerably improved as the spectroscopic formula,
Eq. (34), becomes more accurate.
III. CONDENSED MATTER ENVIRONMENT
OF A QUBIT AS A SOURCE OF GAUSSIAN
AND NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE
In this Section we will not attempt to give a full
overview of decoherence of solid-state based qubits. Our
goal here is to show that treating the environment as a
source of noise (either classical Gaussian/non-Gaussian
or quantum Gaussian) is, perhaps surprisingly, a good
approximation in the case of qubits experiencing pure
dephasing. In Section III A we overview the dominant
decoherence sources for a wide variety of solid-state based
qubits, followed by a more detailed discussion of charge
and spin noise in the two subsequent sections.
A. Dominant decoherence sources for solid-state
based qubits
Qubits embedded in a solid-state environment are sub-
jected to a wide array of perturbations associated with
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a plethora of possible excitations of the electronic and
nuclear degrees of freedom of the host crystal. Metal-
lic components, e.g. gates defining the quantum dots,
are sources of voltage noise associated with low-energy
electron-hole excitations of the Fermi sea of electrons.
Insulating elements of nanostructures, particularly the
strongly disordered glassy ones, such as insulating oxide
layers, contain multiple two-level systems (TLSs) having
nonzero dipole moment, that are sources of charge noise
of Random Telegraph character — see Section IVE be-
low for more discussion. Furthermore, both the localized
unpaired electrons (from dangling bonds, or localized on
donors/defects) and the spinful nuclei of the atoms, from
which a given crystal is built, are sources of magnetic
field noise. Finally, lattice vibrations (phonons), apart
from being a source/sink of energy leading to qubit’s en-
ergy relaxation, also perturb the energy levels of qubits,
e.g. by creating local fluctuating electric fields in polar
crystals.
Solid-state based qubits can be roughly divided into
the ones possessing sizable electric or magnetic moment,
i.e. into so-called charge and spin qubits. The presence of
such a moment allows for coupling to external electric or
magnetic fields, and thus for qubit manipulation. It also
determines the type of environmental excitations that are
dominating the decoherence of the qubit. Let us give a
few examples.
1. Superconducting qubits.
All superconducting qubits are based on the Joseph-
son tunnel junction that provides nonlinearity and very
low dissipation at low temperatures — critical properties
for an operational qubit. At its simplest form, the de-
vice consists of a small superconducting island coupled
to both a superconducting lead with flux-dependent cou-
pling energy EJ and to a gate voltage Vg. The basic
Hamiltonian reads:
Hˆ = 4EC(Nˆ −Ng)2 − EJ cosϕ, (40)
where EC = e
2/2C is the charging energy associated
with the combined capacitance of the junction and gate,
C, Nˆ ≡ ∑mm |m〉 〈m| is the number operator for the
Cooper-pairs accumulating on the island, Ng is the off-
set charge induced by the gate electrode, and ϕ is the
superconducting phase difference across the tunnel layer,
which is a conjugate variable to Nˆ .
Note that the number operator Nˆ has integer eigen-
values, whereas Ng is a continuous variable with values
affected by uncontrolled interactions with the environ-
ment. Various circuits have been designed primarily to
suppress the qubit susceptibility to the fluctuations of
this offset charge. Different strategies are aimed at re-
ducing sensitivity to charge noise or flux noise, by oper-
ating at different EJ/EC ratios. These approaches lead
to various types of Josephson qubits, some of which are
briefly described below.
The ground state energy of the island depends on the
number of electrons on it through the charging energy
and the parity term, which equals either zero for even
number of electrons (forming a BCS ground state) or the
superconducting gap for odd number of electrons (where
an unpaired electron occupies a quasiparticle state). In
these devices the charging energy is always smaller than
the superconducting gap, such that the ground state
holds only even number of electrons. Moreover, for cer-
tain gate voltage values, there is a degeneracy of ground
states differing by one Cooper pair. As a result the
ground state at these degeneracy points is formed from
an equal mixture of the states |N〉 and |N + 1〉.
Josephson charge qubits typically operate in the regime
where EJ . EC [86]. Close to the degeneracy point,
the symmetric and antisymmetric superpositions, |N〉 ±
|N + 1〉, form an avoided crossing, where EJ is the tunnel
coupling splitting the two states. The resulting effective
Hamiltonian is [87]
Hˆeff = −1
2
∆EC σˆz − EJ
2
σˆx, (41)
where ∆EC = 4EC(1−2Ng) is the difference in the charg-
ing energies of the two states. The charge qubit is con-
trolled by the gate voltage in the z axis and the applied
flux through the junction in the x axis. These controls are
susceptible to charge and flux noises, respectively, and
while low temperature (kBT ≪ EC) strongly suppresses
charge noise, it is still the dominant noise source at this
regime. We defer discussing specific proposed models for
charge noise sources to section III B 1, pointing here only
that the measured coherence in these systems is limited
by low-frequency fluctuations of background charges in
the substrate. To first order we can neglect flux fluctua-
tions and consider only longitudinal noise with respect to
the qubit control field, where the effective Hamiltonian
assumes the form of Eq. (2). In this picture, charge fluc-
tuators are capacitively coupled to the island and induce
qubit dephasing.
The most straightforward approach to reduce the sen-
sitivity to charge noise is to operate the qubit at the
degeneracy point, also known as the optimal working
point (OWP). At this point the noise is transverse to the
qubit control field, and thus couples to it only quadrat-
ically [52] (see Sec. III A 2 for further discussion of de-
coherence at the OWP, and Sec. VA for a description
of noise spectroscopy at such a point). Several designs
of charge qubits have been employed to further enhance
their charge noise immunity. Among these, the Trans-
mon utilizes a transmission line to increase the gate ca-
pacitor, such that EC is reduced. The increased ratio
EJ/EC greatly flattens the energy bands of the device,
thereby reducing its sensitivity to charge noise at an ex-
tended range of working positions [88, 89].
A flux qubit consists of a loop with several Joseph-
son junctions, each with energy E
(i)
J (1− cos δi), where δi
is the phase drop on the ith junction [90, 91]. Within
the loop, these phase drops are related through
∑
i δi +
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2π(Φ/Φ0) = 2πn, where Φ is the magnetic flux within
the loop, Φ0 = h/2e is the flux quantum, and n is
an integer. Flux qubits operate at the regime where
EC ≪ EJ . As an example consider three junctions where
E
(1)
J = E
(2)
J ≡ EJ and E(3)J = αEJ , with α < 1 [90]. Ne-
glecting charging energies of the junctions and magnetic
energy associated with the loop inductance, the effec-
tive Hamiltonian for the device is a periodic function of
(δ1, δ2):
Heff(δ1, δ2) = EJ (2− cos δ1 − cos δ2) +
αEJ [1− cos (2πΦ/Φ0 + δ1 + δ2)] .(42)
When 0.5 < α < 1, each cell includes a double mini-
mum potential, which becomes symmetric when the loop
encloses exactly half a flux quantum. The Hamiltonian
can then be written in the basis of the eigenstates of
these minima, taking a form similar to Eq. (41). Here,
the z-axis control is obtained through the loop flux, Φ,
and the tunnel-coupling between the minima (x-axis con-
trol) can be achieved by replacing the third junction with
two Josephson junctions in a secondary loop, whose com-
bined Josephson energy is tunable by the magnetic flux
through it. Flux qubits are thus fully controlled by tun-
able magnetic fluxes and the Josephson energies, making
them susceptible predominantly to flux noise and critical
current noise.
Lastly, phase qubits consist of a larger (∼ 10µm),
current-biased Josephson junction, making the charging
to Josephson energy ratio even smaller than that of flux
qubits, and as a result providing better immunity to
charge noise [92].
2. Spin qubits.
These are the qubits based on spin degree of freedom of
carriers localized in a semiconductor - when the dynam-
ics of spatial degrees of freedom of an electron or a hole
is quenched by localization (due to a binding potential of
an impurity, or a conifinig potential of a quantum dot),
the spin remains the only degree of freedom. Although
the name suggests that these qubits should couple exclu-
sively to magnetic field fluctuations, the reality is more
complicated. Qubits based on a spin of an electron [93–
96] or a hole [97] in a quantum dot, an electron bound to
a donor [98, 99], or an electron complex associated with a
deep impurity level such as nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center
in diamond [100], are obviously very sensitive to fluctu-
ations of other nearby magnetic moments. The majority
of such qubits are in fact decohering due to the hyper-
fine interaction with the nuclear spins of the host mate-
rial atoms [101]. The nuclear bath is certainly the most
relevant decoherence source for quantum dots based on
III-V compounds such as GaAs [102–105] and InGaAs
[106, 107], as all the isotopes of Ga, As, and In are spinful,
but this holds also for qubits residing in silicon [108, 109]
and carbon [110, 111], having a natural concentration
of spinful 29Si and 13C isotopes, respectively (isotopic
purification diminishes of course the influence of the nu-
clear bath). The influence of nuclear spins can however
be overwhelmed by fluctuations of magnetic fields due
to paramagnetic impurities (localized electronic spins)
[67, 112] or simply due to other spin qubits existing in
the same sample [113, 114]. In both cases the relevant
qubit-environment interaction is
HˆQE =
∑
k
∑
a,b=x,y,z
SˆaAabk Iˆ
b
k ≡ Sˆ · hˆ , (43)
where Aabk are the components of a tensor of coupling to
the k-th bath spin, Ik is the operator of the k-th bath
spin, and hˆ is the operator of the effective field exerted
by the bath on the qubit (i.e. the so-called Overhauser
field, in the case of nuclear bath).
However, even such single-spin qubits can be affected
by charge noise. This can happen due to the presence of
spin-orbit coupling, or due to the presence of magnetic
field gradients [115, 116]. While both allow for driv-
ing electron spin resonance with applied electric fields,
they also make the spin susceptible to unwanted electric
field fluctuations. For electrons, the spin-orbit coupling
is much stronger in III-V compounds as compared with
Si, and it is possible that the dephasing of certain types
of quantum dot single-spin qubits is in fact due to charge
noise from a nearby gate [107, 117]. Charge noise can also
couple to the spin via hyperfine interaction playing an in-
termediary role: electric shifts of the carrier wavefunction
translate into fluctuations of the nuclear Overhauser field
experienced by the carrier spin – the possible existence of
such a coupling has been invoked in a few experimental
works [58, 118].
Even more importantly, there is a vigorously re-
searched family of qubits based on two [104, 118–121]
or three [122–125] quantum dots, whose logical states
reside in a subspace of a larger Hilbert space. For exam-
ple, in a two-electron, singlet-triplet qubit, localized in a
double dot, the singlet |S〉 and unpolarized triplet |T0〉
states of two electrons form the relevant subspace (with
the polarized triplet states being separated in energy by
applied magnetic field much larger than the typical Over-
hauser fields in the two dots [126, 127]). When tunneling
of the electrons between the two dots is allowed, the ex-
change splitting J between S and T0 states is nonzero.
The Hamiltonian of the qubit, in basis of the |S〉 and |T0〉
states, is given by [128]
HˆQ = (Jσˆz + δhσˆx)/2 , (44)
where δh is the inter-dot difference of Overhauser field
components parallel to the external magnetic field. While
tuning δh by dynamical nuclear polarization is a chal-
lenging and time-consuming task [129, 130], J is highly
sensitive to the bias between the dots, providing accessi-
ble means to control the qubit working point. For J=0
a state initialized as |S〉 (which is a superposition of
eigenstates of σˆx in the Hamiltonian above) undergoes
dephasing due to fluctuations of the Overhauser fields
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[58, 104, 118–120]. On the other hand, at large interdot
bias we have J ≫ δh. Since J is of electrostatic origin, it
is susceptible to charge noise [126, 131–133], and a state
initialized as a superposition of |S〉 and |T0〉 undergoes
dephasing due to this noise [43]. Note that in both cases
the Hamiltonian is ≈ [const + bi(t)]σˆi with i=x (z) and
bi=δh (J), and we are dealing with pure dephasing due
to linear coupling to bi(t) noise. However, if we assume a
fixed δh≫J(t), and consider dephasing of superpositions
of eigenstates of σˆx, then to the lowest order in J/δh we
have
Hˆ ≈
[
δh+
J2(t)
2δh
]
σˆx . (45)
Quadratic dependence of the qubit energy splitting on
the noisy parameter means that we are effectively at
the OWP (more precisely the OWP corresponds to
arctan δh/J=π/2 [134, 135]).
B. Charge noise: from Random Telegraph Noise to
1/f noise
Charges jumping between two states in the vicinity of a
qubit play a key role in limiting coherence times of many
qubit systems [61]. These sources of random telegraph
noise (RTN) have various system-dependent origins, but
in many cases, they can be treated as classical two-level
systems. This approach, commonly referred to as the
spin-fluctuator model, is typically justified when the fluc-
tuators couple more strongly to their own environment
than to the qubit (over damped fluctuators) [136, 137].
Analysis of quantum charge fluctuators was performed in
[138], and several other studies examined the applicabil-
ity of the classical RTN model by considering the ratio
between the qubit-fluctuator coupling strength and the
fluctuator decoherence rate [139], or by quantifying the
classical to quantum transition using several nonclassi-
cality criteria [140].
When one or few charge fluctuators are strongly cou-
pled to the qubit, its coherence factor exhibits non-
Gaussian signatures in the form of plateaus [141], as was
demonstrated early on in Josephson charge qubits [86].
In contrast, it has been known for a long time that a col-
lection of statistically-independent weakly-coupled RTN
sources with a wide distribution of switching rates, γi,
leads to a characteristic 1/f noise [78]. More precisely,
1/f noise is obtained for a set of fluctuators with uniform
distribution of log γi. This distribution occurs naturally
in Anderson-type models that are commonly used to ac-
count for the bistable fluctuators [142]. In these models,
the charge is trapped in a double-well potential and tun-
nels between the two wells. Since the tunneling matrix el-
ement depends exponentially on geometrical parameters
of the trap, which tend to be uniformly distributed, a log-
uniform distribution of the switching rates follows [76].
Simulations of charge fluctuator ensembles, with param-
eters drawn randomly from wide distributions of switch-
ing rates and coupling strengths, have shown a crossover
between non-Gaussian RTN to Gaussian 1/f noise, for
ensemble sizes of ∼ 40− 50 fluctuators. Moreover, as the
number of fluctuators increased, coherence times became
dominated by a majority of weakly-coupled fluctuators,
and their average over many runs of randomly drawn
distributions have shown considerable narrowing in their
standard deviations [143].
Despite the long history of their study, the physical
origins of charge fluctuations in solid state devices are
controversial, and various microscopic models have been
proposed to account for them. Below we review briefly
some of these models, as they pertain to the systems that
were surveyed in section III A.
1. Charge noise models in superconducting qubits.
The coherence of superconducting devices is limited
by either charge or flux noise, depending on the EJ/EC
ratio. In addition, all devices are affected by fluctua-
tions in the Josephson coupling energy (or equivalently in
the critical current of the tunnel junction). Ultimately,
though arising from different microscopic mechanisms,
all of these noises involve in one form or another low-
frequency fluctuating charges, making it difficult to single
them out.
One of the first models for charge noise suggested elec-
tron tunneling between a localized state in the insulator
and a metallic gate [136, 138]. This model was criticized
based on relaxation rate measurements [49], and the ex-
perimental setup that suggested that all gates and leads
in the qubit vicinity should be in a superconducting state
[86]. In a different model, a Cooper pair is split and the
two electrons tunnel separately to localized states in the
insulator [144, 145]. While a constant density of these
localized states leads to the observed dependence of re-
laxation rates on the energy splitting of the qubit states,
the model seemed to require an inordinately high con-
centration of localized states [146]. Quantum treatment
of the qubit-fluctuator coupling was shown to relax the
above requirement [138], so at present there is no appar-
ent agreement on the correct microscopic picture behind
charge noise in Josephson devices.
All Josephson qubits decohere also due to dielectric
losses. These losses result from spurious tunneling TLSs
that reside in the amorphous dielectric covering the cir-
cuits, or in the dielectric forming the tunneling barrier
in the Josephson junction. The interaction of these sys-
tems with their environment causes them to switch their
states, resulting in low-frequency noise. This noise source
was argued to be central to the operability of Josephson
qubits, and was modeled by resonant absorption of two-
level defects, successfully accounting for microwave qubit
measurements [147].
Finally, let us mention a recently emerging point of
view that in order to understand 1/f noise generated
by many TLSs affecting a superconducting device, inter-
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actions between the TLSs have to be taken into account
[148–151], and the standard tunneling model [142] of TLS
fluctuations in glasses has to be revised. DD-based noise
spectroscopy methods described here were not used in
these works, but they are in fact an example of how using
qubits as probes of environmental fluctuations can shed
light on long-researched problems in condensed matter.
2. Charge-noise models in semiconductor quantum-dot
devices.
Charge noise in quantum-dot based qubits has been
relatively less studied as compared with nuclear-induced
noise [132, 133]. Generally speaking, background charge
noise in the sample and electrical noise in the gate volt-
ages are the main sources for charge-induced fluctuations
in lateral gate-defined devices. Various mechanisms were
suggested, including gate leakage currents via localized
states near the electrodes, charge traps near the quantum
point contacts (QPCs), donor centers near the gate sur-
face, Johnson noise from the gate electrodes, and switch-
ing events in the doping layer, typically located at an
interface 100 nm below the surface [104, 152]. Similarly
to the case of Josephson qubits, the main difficulty in
interpreting noise measurements is insufficient informa-
tion that would allow to distinguish between these mi-
croscopic mechanisms. In addition, noise levels differ
considerably across samples, even when they originate
from a single batch. While all the above mechanisms fall
into either an Anderson-type model or a tunneling TLS
model, more study is needed to determine if their spe-
cific characteristics may lead to distinct qubit dynamics.
Promising directions may be to explore distinct sensitiv-
ities to the qubit’s working position, or to use more than
a single qubit to probe the charge environment.
Measurements of the background charge fluctuations
in GaAs quantum dots have shown a linear temperature
dependence characteristic of 1/f noise, suggesting a uni-
formly distributed trap activation energy [153]. Ran-
dom telegraph noise in GaAs lateral gated structures
was measured and characterized by Pioro-Ladrie`re et al.
[152]. The noise was attributed to electrons that tun-
nel through the Schottky barrier under the gate into the
conduction band, becoming trapped near the QPC, and
causing fluctuations in the conductance with typical fre-
quency of 1 Hz. Applying a positive gate bias during
the device cooldown significantly lowered the noise by
reducing the density of ionized donors near the surface,
thereby suppressing the electron tunneling [152]. Tele-
graph noise induced by the QPCs was also measured in
double and triple coupled QDs [154]. Finally, we men-
tion a recent study of microscopic models of fluctuator
dynamics, where fluctuators were assumed to be inde-
pendent, and in turn coupled to independent thermal
baths [155]. Closed-form expressions provided distinct
temperature dependence of the coherence time and the
stretching parameter, allowing, in principle, to verify ex-
perimentally prevailing noise sources.
C. Flux noise and critical current noise affecting
superconducting qubits
Magnetic flux noise in SQUIDs has been studied for
over 20 years with no conclusive answers. The noise mag-
nitude has been shown to be largely insensitive to device
area or to the type of substrate, suggesting that the noise
origin is local. One model has attributed flux noise to
electrons jumping between traps, where their spins are
fixed in random orientations [156]. To account for the
observed noise magnitude, a large density of unpaired
spins was required. A second model proposed spin flips
of paramagnetic dangling bonds due to interactions with
tunneling two-level-systems and phonons [157]. A differ-
ent mechanism, based on electron spin diffusion through
localized states along the surface of the superconductor,
was also proposed [158], and later extended to show that
in a typical configuration, a fraction of the spins can form
strongly-coupled pairs, behaving as two-level fluctuators,
and resulting in 1/f noise in the magnetic properties of
the circuit [159]. Finally, local paramagnetic moments
trapped by potential disorder at the metal-insulator in-
terface, were also proposed as a potential source of fluc-
tuating spins [160].
As with charge and flux noises, the microscopic source
of fluctuations in the critical current in Josephson junc-
tions has been a long-standing open problem. Initially
these fluctuations were attributed to charges tunneling or
hopping between localized states in the barrier forming
glass-like TLSs. The trapped charges induce Coulomb
repulsion that reduces tunneling through the junction,
modulating the junction effective area with each trap-
ping and un-trapping process. Each of these charge fluc-
tuators serves as an RTN source in the critical current,
producing Lorentzian peaks in the measured noise spec-
trum. Typically, these traps are local and noninteract-
ing, so that collectively they produce a distribution of
Lorentzians that superimpose to create a 1/f -like noise
spectrum. A detailed experimental work that compared
this dephasing channel with flux noise contributions pro-
vided supporting evidence to the general picture of a col-
lection of RTN signals from trapped charges but the mi-
croscopic origin of these signals remained unclear [161].
Furthermore, a (kBT )
2-dependence of the noise spectrum
was observed, in disagreement with the assumption of
constant TLS density of states [162]. A TLS density pro-
portional to their level spacing was proposed [163] and
supported by a microscopic model [144] to account for
this temperature dependence. Later, a model that cor-
roborated with these results and with similar noise mea-
surements in normal-state junctions, suggested that the
critical current noise is due to electrons trapped in sub-
gap states that may be forming at the superconductor-
insulator interface [164] — a mechanism similar to the
one proposed for charge noise [146].
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D. Spin noise from a spin bath
Decoherence of spin qubits due to their interaction
with a bath of other spins (either nuclear or electronic)
has been a subject of intense research during last 15
years, for reviews see e.g. [165–167]. We stress that the
treating the influence of a spin bath as being due to effec-
tively classical noise is far from obvious, and in fact we
do not expect such a treatment to be correct in general
(i.e., for all regimes of qubit-bath coupling, all proto-
cols of qubit driving, and at all timescales). However,
it is currently clear that employing this point of view
often gives insight into experimental observations, espe-
cially when the spin qubit is subjected to echo or other
DD sequences. Let us mention some results of this kind,
without delving deeply into open theoretical issues re-
lated to the precise formulation of mapping spin baths
on classical noise sources.
In the case of an electronic spin (specifically the NV
center in diamond) interacting with a bath of other elec-
tronic spins, so that the central spin-bath spin coupling
is the same as intra-bath couplings, comparison between
calculations and various experiments [67, 112, 168] has
shown that treating the spin bath as a source of classical
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise is a very good approximation.
Heuristic arguments for such a mapping were given in
the supplementary materials of [67]. The accuracy of
this mapping was later examined in several other works,
in which various approximate schemes were employed to
calculate the quantum bath dynamics [169–171].
The arguments presented in [67] do not apply to III-
V based quantum dot spin qubits and certain kinds of
Si-based qubits, where the dominant noise source origi-
nates from hyperfine coupling with the nuclear spins. In
this case, the intra-bath coupling (either intrinsic, via
dipolar interactions, or extrinsic, via electron-mediated
interactions [172, 173]) is much weaker than the qubit-
bath couplings. In a seminal study devoted to central
spin decoherence due to intrinsic dynamics of nuclear
bath, elementary excitations of the bath (flip-flops of nu-
clear pairs) were treated classically, as sources of RTN
[174]. This calculation was in semi-quantitative agree-
ment with echo observations on phosphorous donors in Si
[175]. Quantum treatments of intrinsic dynamics of nu-
clear pairs [172, 176] and of larger clusters of nuclei [177–
181] soon followed, showing excellent agreement with
echo measurements in Si:P [108, 182], and offering predic-
tions for decoherence under influence of various DD se-
quences [80, 183, 184]. The main observation here is that
many of these results (obtained with explicitly quantum-
mechanical calculations) could be explained using classi-
cal noise-based reasoning. For example, CP decays cal-
culated for GaAs in [184], and comparison of UDD and
CP decays for GaAs and Si:P [80], suggested that a nu-
clear bath in large GaAs dots can be treated as a source
of noise with an effective high-frequency cutoff, while the
nuclear bath of P donors in Si corresponds to a spectrum
with no such cutoff in the relevant frequency range. The
latter result was obtained using a classical treatment of
stochastic dynamics of nuclear pairs in [40].
Regimes in which the nuclear bath dynamics can be
treated (semi-)classically were discussed in a few other
papers [111, 185] (see also [165] for more examples), us-
ing various criteria for distinguishing “classical” from
“quantum” behavior of decoherence. Here our focus is
on the applicability of the Gaussian (classical or quan-
tum) approximation in the context of DD-based noise
spectroscopy, and in Sec. IVF we provide a concrete ex-
ample demonstrating this kind of consideration within a
simple spin bath model. An interesting idea for testing
if the nuclear bath is a source of Gaussian noise was put
forth in [186]. For NV centers in diamond, corresponding
to spin 1, one can base the qubit on either Sz = 0, 1, or
Sz = ±1 states. For bz(t) in Eq. (2) being a Gaussian
noise, the W (T ) function in the second case should be
equal to the fourth power of W (T ) in the first case. The
breaking of this relationship was predicted [186] and ex-
perimentally confirmed [187] for NV center subjected to
specific DD sequences.
Another interesting question arises at low magnetic
fields, at which the transverse hyperfine couplings in
Eq. (43) have to be taken account. When treated in sec-
ond order, they lead to an effective quadratic coupling to
transverse components of the Overhauser field [58, 118–
120, 173, 188, 189]. Many key features of the dynamics of
echo [118, 120, 173, 188, 189] and of CP signals [58, 119]
follow from treating the transverse fluctuations as Gaus-
sian noise with a spectrum concentrated at a few discrete
frequencies, corresponding to possible differences of the
Zeeman energies of various nuclear isotopes.
The case of linear coupling of a spin qubit to a nu-
clear bath having its spectrum concentrated at the Lar-
mor precession frequencies of the relevant nuclei is at the
heart of recently-developed techniques of nanoscale NMR
imaging with NV centers [14–16, 18, 19]. We discuss this
case further in Sec. IVF
IV. WHEN CAN WE USE GAUSSIAN
APPROXIMATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
NOISE?
From Section III it is clear that while Gaussian noise
statistics is often encountered in solid state environment
(or at least it is often reasonable to assume its presence
until experiments prove otherwise), the possible presence
of non-Gaussian features of noise cannot be ruled out. In
this Section we will discuss a set of conditions sufficient
for using Gaussian approximation when performing DD
based noise spectroscopy. The latter caveat is important:
we will not try to exhaustively answer the question of ap-
plicability of the Gaussian approximation to decoherence
calculation in general (a partial answer to this question is
contained in Sections IVA and IVB below). Our focus is
on limits of reliability of the above-described method of
reconstruction of S(ω) (the so-called first spectrum in the
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case of non-Gaussian noise [23]) for noises that are not
exactly Gaussian. We present two examples of such non-
Gaussian noises encountered in solid state setting: the
Random Telegraph Noise (relevant for superconducting
and quantum-dot based qubits sensitive to charge noise)
and noise due to magnetic moments (consisting of a few
spins) precessing in an external magnetic field (relevant
for sensing of single spins or clusters of spins with NV
centers).
A. Small decoherence limit
Whenever the coherence function W (T ) is close to
unity, it can be expanded to lowest (second) order in
the qubit-noise coupling,
W (T ) ≈ 1−
(
1
2
∫
dω
2π
|f˜T (ω)|2S(ω)
)
= 1−χ2(T ) . (46)
Here χ2(T ) is simply the attenuation function from
Eq. (13), and the subscript indicates that it is a second
order term in the so-called cumulant expansion that will
be discussed in section IVC. Consequently, in this low-
decoherence regime, the spectroscopy method presented
in Sections II F and IIG is applicable, both for classical
and quantum noise of general statistics.
It is important to note here that the close and simple
relation between the decoherence of the qubit, calculated
to second order in coupling v, and the first spectrum of
environmental noise, is much more general, i.e. it holds
also for decoherence of qubits subjected to a control pro-
tocol other than a sequence of short π pulses. Formulas
analogous to Eq. (46), showing that periodic driving of
the qubit makes its decoherence depend only on a set
of frequencies of environmental noise, first appeared in a
seminal work, in which periodic modulation of the cou-
pling between a single quantum state and a continuum
was considered [74]. Several other settings, in which the
second-order calculation allows one to relate the decoher-
ence to an overlap between a properly defined bath spec-
trum and a filter function resulting from external control
of the system, were also considered [27, 73–75], see [190]
for a recent discussion that puts these works in the con-
text of most popular DD-based noise spectroscopy.
B. ‘Gaussianization’ via Central Limit Theorem
The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) is often brought
out as an argument for the Gaussian approximation of
noise statistics. The exact formulation of CLT is as fol-
lows: assume that a phase noise has the form bz(t) =∑M
i=1(v/
√
M)ξ(i)(t), and each ξ(i)(t) is an independent,
not necessarily Gaussian noise with identical spectral
densities, S(1)(ω) = S(2)(ω) = . . . = S(M)(ω) ≡ S(ω).
In the limit of large M , each qubit-noise coupling tends
to zero, eventually reaching weak coupling regime where
the second order expansion becomes justified. However,
the cumulative contribution form infinite number of weak
noises is indistinguishable from that of single noise with
Gaussian statistics:
W (T )=
M∏
i=1
〈
e
−i v√
M
∫
fT (t)ξ
(i)(t)dt
〉
≈
vT≪M
(
1− χ2(T )
M
)M
−→
M→∞
e−χ2(T ) . (47)
Evidently, the assumptions of CLT are very idealized,
and as such, not likely to be strictly satisfied in realistic
settings. Nevertheless, the mechanism of CLT is robust
enough, so that it approximately works in a wider range
of cases. The key requirement is that the phase noise
can be decomposed into almost independent noises with
similar spectra. One should bear in mind, that those
constituent noises do not have to correspond to signals
emitted by tangible sources, like e.g. nuclear magnetic
moments of crystal lattice. The stochastic processes ξ(i)
might as well represent, for example, signals of a whole
complex of (possibly strongly) interacting sources, or
even parts of the noise fluctuating on a well separated
time scales (see, Sec. VA). Then, the requirement of
statistical independence is easier to satisfy. The scal-
ing of couplings with increasing number of noises results
naturally from conservation of energy, as the constituent
noise can only carry a fraction of power of the total phase
noise.
The approximate application of CLT can be illustrated
as follows. We rewrite the second order contribution from
each constituent noise as χ
(i)
2 (T ) = (χ2(T ) + δχ
(i)
2 )/M .
This form takes into account the scaling of the couplings
and it parameterizes the differences between spectra of
the components with δχ
(i)
2 . Assuming that δχ
(i)
2 ≪ χ2 ∀
i, and M ≫ 1, we get
W (T ) ≈
M∏
i=1
(
1− χ2(T ) + δχ
(i)
2
M
)
≈ e−χ2(T )
(
1− 1
M
M∑
i=1
δχ
(i)
2
)
≈ e−χ2(T ) , (48)
where we neglected terms of order (δχ
(i)
2 )
2 or higher and
assumed that the deviations from χ2 average out to zero.
C. ‘Gaussianization” in the context of noise
spectroscopy
A formal solution for decoherence function defined in
Eq. (6), can be written in the terms of the so-called cu-
mulant expansion,
W (T ) = exp
[
∞∑
k=1
(−i)kχk(T )
]
(49)
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where the kth order attenuation factor χk(T ) is of order
k in the noise bz(t) [60, 191–194], and it is related to the
k-th cumulant [191–193] of noise, Ck(t1, t2 . . . , tk), in the
following way:
χk(T ) =
1
k!
∫ T
0
dkti
(
k∏
i=1
fT (ti)
)
Ck(t)
=
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 . . .
∫ tk−1
0
dtk
(
k∏
i=1
fT (ti)
)
Ck(t) ,(50)
where we have used the vector shorthand notation
t = (t1, t2 . . . , tk). For example, assuming zero average
〈bz(t)〉 = 0, the second cumulant coincides with correla-
tion function, C2(t1, t2) = C(t1, t2) = 〈bz(t1)bz(t2)〉, and
the fourth cumulant is given by
C4(t1, t2, t3, t4) = 〈bz(t1)bz(t2)bz(t3)bz(t4)〉
−C(t1, t2)C(t3, t4)
−C(t1, t3)C(t2, t4)
−C(t1, t4)C(t2, t3) . (51)
Overall, the noise cumulants, Ck, are characterized by a
fundamental property stemming from their abstract def-
inition as a sum of all connected diagrams of given order:
Ck(t1 . . . tk) −→
|ti−tj |≫τc
0, with τc being the correlation
time of the noise. This can be illustrated using C4 given
above: suppose time arguments t3 and t4 are being moved
away from t1 and t2. When |t2−t3| ≫ τc while |t1−t2| ∼
|t3 − t4| ≪ τc. Then bz(t1) is still correlated with bz(t2),
as well as bz(t3) with bz(t4), but each group is now sta-
tistically independent. Hence, the moment factorizes,
〈bz(t1)bz(t2)bz(t3)bz(t4)〉 = 〈bz(t1)bz(t2)〉〈bz(t3)bz(t4)〉 =
C(t1, t2)C(t3, t4), and it cancels with one of the correla-
tion function product. The two remaining products also
factorize and vanish, thus making the cumulant go to
zero.
For Gaussian noise only C2 (and thus χ2) does not
vanish for any set of values of its arguments, and station-
ary Gaussian noise is fully characterized by its spectrum
S(ω) given by Eq. (14). For non-Gaussian noise the lat-
ter quantity is referred to as the first spectrum S1(ω) [23],
but the noise is fully characterized by an infinite family
of so-called polyspectra, see [60] and references therein.
For stationary noise the (k − 1)th polyspectrum Sk−1 is
given by the multidimensional Fourier transform of the
noise cumulant over k− 1 time differences τi = ti − ti+1,
Sk−1(ω) = Sk−1(ω1, . . . , ωk−1)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dk−1τi e
−iω·τCk (τ ) , (52)
with shorthand notation ω · τ = ∑k−1j=1 ωjτj (note, that
due to symmetry of Ck in the ordering of its arguments,
the same result is obtained for any other choice of time
differences). We will relate χk(T ) for qubit subjected to
DD sequence to Sk−1(ω) in Sec. VB. For now only quali-
tative structure of the higher-order attenuation functions
will be important.
In order to ascertain the importance of the non-
Gaussian features of the noise we extract the Gaussian
part from the coherence function,
W (T ) = e−χ2(T )e
∑
k>2(−i)
kχk(T ) ≡WG(T )WNG(T ).
(53)
Now, WNG(T ) contains the non-Gaussian part of the cu-
mulant series
χNG ≡
∑
k>2
(−i)kχk(T ) . (54)
The most obvious condition for the Gaussian approxima-
tion to be valid is WNG(T )≈1, or equivalently
χNG(T )≪1 . (55)
We will refer to this as the “strong” condition for Gaus-
sianization, that guarantees that the relative discrepancy
between WG(T ) and the full W (T ) is small. We now
focus on the rather common case in which χk with odd
k vanish – when this is not fulfilled the discussion be-
low pertains to |W (T )| rather than W (T ). The con-
dition (55) can then be converted to χ4(T )≪ 1 under
the reasonable assumption that, since the whole non-
Gaussian part of cumulant series converges to a small
value, it is bounded by the first term of the sum, i.e.
|χ4(T )| ≥ |χNG|.
However, our goal here is not to obtain the accurate
description of the coherence in itself, but rather to guar-
antee that the method of noise spectroscopy described
in Sec. II F and II G allows for an accurate reconstruc-
tion of the first spectrum of noise, S1(ω). Bearing this
goal in mind, the natural way to quantify the quality of
the Gaussian approximation is to examine the error of
the reconstruction procedure, which assumes a concrete
relation between the decoherence rate and the first spec-
trum. Therefore, we should inspect the non-Gaussian
corrections to the spectroscopic formula (34), restricted
to settings where the characteristic frequency of the ap-
plied pulse sequence, ωp, is fixed and the other param-
eters approach the spectroscopic limit (e.g. for periodic
DD sequences one should keep the inter-pulse interval
constant and the number of pulses large). For the pro-
cedure to give a small relative error in the reconstructed
S1(ω) we simply have to require that χNG(T ) ≪ χ2(T ).
Note here that when χ2≫1 this condition does not pre-
clude χNG > 1. In the latter case it is not obvious that
χNG(T ) ≈ χ4(T ), but we will nevertheless assume that
χ4 is at least of the same order of magnitude as the
whole sum of all the non-Gaussian contributions. We
arrive then at the following “weak” condition for effec-
tive “Gaussianization” of noise that is relevant for spec-
troscopy purposes:
χ4(T )≪ χ2(T ) . (56)
One often encounters a condition for approximate
Gaussianity of the noise that reads χ4/χ
2
2 ≪ 1 (see for
example [194]). The appealing feature of this condition
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is that both numerator and denominator are of the same
order in coupling v, so that this is a statement about
the non-Gaussianity of the filtered noise itself. But when
we treat the qubit as a probe of environmental dynam-
ics, we are interested in the relation between the signal
that we extract using this probe and the properties of
noise. Qubit-noise coupling is then an important pa-
rameter that should not disappear from the discussion,
especially since we can often vary v in order to change
the timescale of the coherence decay and thus to access
distinct frequency ranges of fluctuations of E. Both the
strong and weak Gaussianization conditions depend on v
since they characterize not the noise itself, but the noise
as it is experienced by the qubit.
D. Noise with a finite correlation time
In this section we examine the weak condition for
“Gaussianization” (56) for the case of non-Gaussian noise
with a well defined correlation time τc, so that the spec-
troscopic limit, T ≫ τc, is attainable. For simplicity
we assume below that a phase-shifted CP sequence with
inter-pulse time τp is used, and a single-peak approxima-
tion of the spectroscopic formula (36), is accurate enough
for the reconstruction of S(ω). Our main goal is to in-
vestigate, under these settings, the significance of correc-
tions due to non-Gaussian features of the noise.
For a general noise subjected to DD filtering it is diffi-
cult to make a statement about the behavior of χ4(T )
that turns Eq. (56) into an inequality that could be
used with little a priori knowledge. Nevertheless, in the
spectroscopic regime it is expected that for a station-
ary noise the kth order attenuation factor will scale as
χk(T ) ∼ Tτk−1c ∝ n, where n is the number of pulses.
With this scaling we can provide a rough estimate of the
fourth cumulant:
χ4 ∼ Tτ3c =
τc
T
(Tτc)
2 ∼ τc
T
χ22 ∝
χ22
n
. (57)
The weak Gaussianization condition from Eq. (56) now
reads
χ4 ∼ 1
n
χ22 ≪ χ2 ⇒ χ2 ≪ n (58)
and using the spectroscopic formula, Eq. (36), for χ2 we
arrive at
4τp
π2
S
(
π
τp
)
≪ 1 , (59)
which is equivalent to
S1(ωp)≪ ωp . (60)
While this result follows from a few rather crude approxi-
mations, it shows that for nτp≫τc, the boundaries of the
regime in which the non-Gaussian corrections are irrel-
evant can be outlined based on the knowledge of S(ω).
Strong breaking of the above inequality by S(ωp), in-
ferred from a spectroscopic procedure based on assump-
tion of Gaussian noise, should be treated as a suggestion
that the procedure can be unreliable, and its consistency
should be checked (e.g. by using the reconstructed S(ω)
to predict coherence decay under a different DD sequence
and then comparing this prediction with experiment). Of
course, more accurate Gaussianity conditions can be de-
rived if we have more a priori knowledge about the noise.
We offer an example in the following Section.
E. Random Telegraph Noise
Classical sources of random telegraph noise (RTN) are
the quintessential example of non-Gaussian noise. They
can be modelled by two-level charge fluctuators (TLFs),
where the stochastic variable of the RTN is ξ(t) = ±1,
and switching between these two possible values occurs
with given rate γ (for simplicity we consider here a sym-
metric TLF). The coupling of the TLF with the qubit is
v, so that bz(t)= vξ(t). A simple calculation [195] gives
autocorrelation function of ξ(t) of the e−2γt form, and
the resulting first spectrum is Lorentzian:
S(ω) =
4γv2
(4γ2 + ω2)
. (61)
This noise is non-Gaussian, and examples of treatment
of its multipoint correlation functions can be found in
appendices of [30] and [196]. Many works have analyzed
the effects of one or more RTN sources on a qubit at dif-
ferent working positions and under various DD protocols
[8, 30, 78, 134–137, 196–198]. We confine our discussion
below to pure dephasing, where exact analytical results
for the qubit decoherence under various control sequences
are known.
One feature of the RTN model which is of partic-
ular interest here, is the ability to tune the strength
of non-Gaussian effects seen be the qubit by changing
the coupling strength to switching rate ratio, η ≡ v/γ.
According to the previous section, taking into account
the spectrum from Eq. (61) we expect the Gaussian ap-
proximation to be accurate for weakly-coupled TLFs,
η ≪ 1, whereas a strongly-coupled TLF should induce
pronounced non-Gaussian effects. The latter have been
well known, exhibiting, e.g., plateaus in the qubit decay
signal. We state here, as a concrete example, the exact
result for the qubit decoherence function under n-pulse
CP sequence [196]:
W (CP)(T )=
e−γT
2µn
[
cosh γµτ − η2
µ
√
sinh2 γµτ + µ2
(
λn+ − λn−
)
+
(
λn+ + λ
n
−
)]
, (62)
where µ =
√
1− η2 and
λ± = sinh γµτ ±
√
sinh2 γµτ + µ2. (63)
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Eq. (62) should be compared with the results of a cumu-
lant expansion, Eq. (49), which in the RTN case includes
only even orders. The first few terms can be calculated
by direct evaluation of the time integrals over multi-point
correlators [30, 196], where the leading (Gaussian) con-
tribution is W
(CP)
G (T ) = exp(−χ(CP)2 (T )) with:
χ
(CP)
2 (T )=
η2
4
[2n(γτ − tanh γτ)−(
1−(−1)ne−2γT ) (1− sechγτ)2] (64)
One can easily verify that the expansion of the exact
result, Eq. (62), in η matches the cumulants to the cor-
responding order.
Figs. 5(a) and (b) depict qubit dephasing due to a
single TLF, calculated using the exact result, Eq. (62),
and the Gaussian approximation, Eq. (64), for SE and
16-pulse CP. The Gaussian result holds well throughout
the entire decay timescale for weak coupling [dashed and
solid lines coincide in Fig. 5(a)], whereas pronounced non-
Gaussian behavior develops in the strong coupling case,
dominating the qubit signal in Fig. 5(b). As the number
of control pulses increases, the deviations from Gaussian
behavior are pushed to longer times, since increased n
within a fixed run time increases the control sequence
filtering frequency, so that the sampled noise spectrum
gets closer to the Gaussian limit, Eq. (60).
Due to the linear qubit-TLF coupling at pure dephas-
ing, extending the above results to any number of fluc-
tuators, nT , is straightforward, and the qubit’s coher-
ence factor is simply the product of contributions from all
TLFs: W (T ) =
∏nT
i=1Wi(T ). In the Gaussian limit this
leads to a qubit attenuation factor that is a sum over nT
factors, weighted by TLF parameter distribution [141].
Examining the asymptotic behavior of our exact result,
adopted to nT TLFs, we have at short times:
χ(CP)(T ) −→
γi,vi≪T−1
T 3
6n2
nT∑
i=1
γiv
2
i , (65)
suggesting similar time- and n-dependence as that of a
Gaussian noise with a soft (ω2) cutoff. Similarly, we find
the weak- and strong-coupling asymptotic behaviors as:
χ(CP)(T ) −→
vi,T−1≪γi


T
2
nT∑
i=1
v2i
γi
, γiTn ≫ 1
T 3
6n2
nT∑
i=1
γiv
2
i ,
γiT
n ≪ 1
(66)
and
χ(CP)(T ) −→
γi,T−1≪vi


nT∑
i=1
(
γiT− nγivi sin
viT
n
)
,viTn ≫ 1
T 3
6n2
nT∑
i=1
γiv
2
i ,
viT
n ≪ 1
(67)
respectively. These asymptotes elucidate the interplay
between TLF parameters, ensemble size, and number of
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FIG. 5. (color online) Qubit coherence factor vs. time for
SE and 16-pulse CPMG at pure dephasing, calculated using
the exact solution, Eq. (62), (solid lines) and the Gaussian
approximation, Eq. (64) (dashed lines). (a) Single weakly-
coupled TLF; (b) single strongly-coupled TLF. Figures (c)
and (d) depict dephasing times vs. number of control pulses
for 1, 5, and 20 identical TLFs at weak and strong coupling,
respectively. Symbols (solid lines) correspond to the exact
solution (Gaussian approximation). The short time limit,
Eq. (65), is also shown by dotted lines (notice that the latter
completely coincides with the Gaussian approximation in the
strong coupling regime). TLF parameters are γ = 0.1µeV,
v = 0.01µeV for Figs. (a) and (c), and γ = 5neV, v = 0.2µeV
for Figs. (b) and (d). Figure reprinted with permission from
[196], copyright 2015 American Physical Society.
control pulses, in determining the qubit dephasing dy-
namics. First we observe that both the short- and long-
time limits for the weak coupling case can be obtained di-
rectly from the Gaussian result, Eq. (64), reaffirming the
validity of the Gaussian approximation for weakly cou-
pled TLFs. In contrast, in the strong-coupling case, only
the short-time limit converges to the short-time Gaussian
result, demonstrating the onset of non-Gaussian effects
at longer times [see Fig. 5(b)].
Figs. 5(c) and (d) quantify noise Gaussianization with
increased number of pulses, by depicting dephasing times
for ensembles of identical TLFs. The Gaussian limit is
reached when τ = T/n ≪ γ−1, v−1, corresponding to
the short time asymptotic. In addition, we observe that
the Gaussian limit is reached with fewer control pulses as
the number of TLFs increases, reminiscent of 1/f (Gaus-
sian) noise generated from large ensembles of TLFs with
a uniform distribution of log γi [76, 78]. For strong cou-
pling shown in Fig. 5(d), Gaussianity is completely re-
stored with 20 TLFs. In the weak coupling regime, where
the Gaussian result holds for any number of pulses and
TLFs for the chosen parameters, the TLFs switch many
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FIG. 6. (color online) Original (solid lines) and reconstructed
(symbols) single RTN power spectrum. Open circles (squares)
correspond to the single-peak approximation (A´lvarez-Suter
protocol). The original power spectrum is given by Eq. (61)
with TLF switching rate of γ = 1 kHz and coupling strengths
of: (a) v = 0.1γ, (b) v = 0.9γ, and (c) v = 3γ. The dashed
lines in plots (b) and (c) correspond to S(ω) = |ω|. In all
plots, τ32 = 1/(4γ), setting the frequency cut-off ωmax =
pi/τ32, and the run time of the longest sequence is T1 = 32/γ.
The two-pulse CP base sequences are repeated 40 times.
times between control pulses and we are in the motional
narrowing regime, where the long-time limit holds (com-
pare with the short time limit result depicted by dotted
lines). Here, increasing n has little effect on the qubit
coherence, up to unrealistic number of pulses [the weak-
coupling long-time limit given in Eq. (66) is strictly inde-
pendent of n, but subleading contributions have a mild
n-dependence, as seen in Fig. 5(c)]. Alternatively, in-
creased number of TLFs will induce a shorter timescale
for qubit decay and a departure from the motional nar-
rowing regime, resulting in a greater benefit from increas-
ing n. For the chosen parameters, the short-time limit is
reached for 200 TLFs with n = 20.
The above analysis provides useful guidance when at-
tempting to reconstruct the RTN power spectrum from
Eq. (61). In figure 6 we demonstrate power spectrum
reconstruction for a single RTN, using 32 two-pulse CP
sequences. We examine three coupling strengths, com-
paring the single-peak approximation (open circles), with
the A`lvarez-Suter protocol (open squares), similarly to
the Gaussian noise reconstruction presented in section
IIG. The control sequences are repeated 40 times to min-
imize errors due to the δ-approximation, Eq. (34), al-
lowing us to attribute poor reconstruction exclusively to
noise non-Gaussianity. Using the A´lvarez-Suter protocol,
we obtain a faithful spectrum reconstruction in the weak-
coupling case, which deteriorates with increased coupling
strength. The dashed lines in Figs. 6(b) and (c) corre-
spond to S(ω) = |ω|, so that all spectral peaks above
these lines are in violation of the Gaussianity condition,
Eq. (60). In the weak-coupling limit depicted in Fig. 6(a),
the entire spectrum is below this line (not shown). We
note that the error induced by invoking the single-peak
approximation, Eq. (36), is largely insensitive to the cou-
pling strength.
F. Noisy magnetic moment precession
One of the most actively pursued experimental ap-
plications of DD-based noise spectroscopy is using NV
centers in diamond for detection of single nuclear spins
or clusters of nuclei associated, for example, with single
protein molecules in the vicinity of the qubit. In these
nanoscale NMR experiments, the presence of specific nu-
clear species is sensed by matching peaks in the recon-
structed noise spectrum with the precession frequency
associated with them [12, 14, 18]. This method is based
on the assumption that the nuclear noise is classical and
Gaussian. Since the volume from which an appreciable
signal is gathered can be as small as ∼ 100 nm3, or equiv-
alently, the signal comes from a single molecule contain-
ing up to hundreds of nuclei [19]), it is not obvious a
priori that the classicality and Gaussianity assumptions
are reasonable. Below we compare a simple exact quan-
tum calculation of DD decay due to coupling with M ,
non-interacting environmental spins with a calculation in
which the magnetic field generated by these spins is rep-
resented by a Gaussian stochastic process (the classical
noise approximation).
In the quantum model we take the Hamiltonian of lon-
gitudinal coupling between the qubit and the environ-
mental J=1/2 spins:
VˆQE =
1
2
σˆz
M∑
k=1
(A
(k)
⊥ Jˆ
(k)
x +A
(k)
‖ Jˆ
(k)
z ), (68)
HˆE =
M∑
k=1
ω(k)Jˆ (k)z , (69)
where we eliminated the coupling to Jˆ
(k)
y by rotating the
coordinate system. We restrict our discussion to the sim-
plified case where all ω(k) are equal to ω0, and all A
(k)
⊥/‖
are equal to A⊥/‖. We now define parameters that quan-
tify the strength of the qubit-environmental spin coupling
as compared with the Hamiltonian of E
ǫ⊥/‖ ≡
A⊥/‖
ω0
. (70)
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Here we focus on the weak-coupling regime, ǫ⊥/‖ ≪ 1,
preserving the general setting of a qubit acting as a probe
of the intrinsic dynamics of E.
The initial state of the environment is assumed to
be described by a high-temperature density operator
ρˆE(0) = Iˆ/2
M =
∏M
k=1 Iˆ
(k)
2×2/2. Since the Hamiltonian
is a sum over k commuting terms, and the density ma-
trix of E contains no correlations between the nuclear
spins, the evolution of the qubit can be factorized into a
product of M terms, each describing the contribution to
the decoherence function from one of the spins:
W qm(T ) =
M∏
k=1
W (k)(T ) =
[
W (1)(T )
]M
, (71)
where in the last equality we have exploited the fact that
all environmental spins are equivalent.
For a qubit probe controlled by an n-pulse PDD se-
quence with characteristic frequency matching the Zee-
man splitting of the environmental spins, ωp = ω0 (with
total duration T = (n+1)π/ω0), the single spin decoher-
ence can be calculated exactly, see B. To lowest order in
ǫ⊥/‖ the result reads
W (1)(T ) ≈ cos
(
ω0T
2π
φ
)
= cos
[
(n+ 1)
2
φ
]
, (72)
where the angle φ = 2ǫ⊥ + O(ǫ
3), and for n≪ ǫ−3 we
have [199]:
W (1)(T ) ≈ cos
(
ω0T
π
ǫ⊥
)
= cos [(n+ 1) ǫ⊥] . (73)
The full decoherence function is simply
W qm
(
T =
(n+ 1)π
ω0
)
≈ cosM [(n+ 1)ǫ⊥] . (74)
The above quantum expression should be compared
with the classical result, which we derive by treating the
collection of environmental spins as a classical precessing
magnetic moment µ=
∑M
k=1 J
(k). The time dependence
of its components are given by
µx(t) = µx(0) cosω0t− µy(0) sinω0t , (75)
µy(t) = µy(0) cosω0t+ µx(0) sinω0t , (76)
µz(t) = µz(0) , (77)
and the coherence of the qubit reads
W cl(T ) =
〈
exp
[
− i
∫ T
0
dtf
(PDD)
T (t)
(
A‖µz(t)
+A⊥(µx(t) + µy(t)
)]〉
. (78)
Here 〈. . .〉 denotes the average over Gaus-
sian distribution of initial values of the mo-
ments, P (µx,y(0)) = e
−µx,y(0)
2/2σ2⊥/
√
2πσ⊥ and
P (µz(0)) = e
−µz(0)
2/2σ2‖/
√
2πσ‖ , with σ
2
⊥/‖ = MA
2
⊥/‖,
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FIG. 7. The comparison of W cl from Eq. (80) and W qm
from Eq. (74) for a) M = 1 and b) M = 11 environmental
spins. The left panels show quantum and classical coherences
as functions of T = nτ0, where τ0 = pi/ω0 – the interpulse
interval compatible with Zeeman splitting of environmental
spins. The panels on right depict the coherences as a function
of interpulse interval τ with PDD pulse sequences at n = 13
in the upper, and n = 25 in the bottom panel (corresponding
to points A and B, respectively, in the left panels).
appropriate for large M and high-temperature approxi-
mation for the density matrix of E. A simple calculation
gives the attenuation factor, χ(T ), given in Eq. (13),
with spectral density of the noise found as
S(ω) = πA2⊥σ
2[δ(ω + ω0) + δ(ω − ω0)] . (79)
Note that A‖ disappears from the classical result since
the contribution from µz(t) = µz(0) is eliminated by the
balanced DD sequence. For such a sharply peaked spec-
trum we cannot use the spectroscopic formula for χ(T )
given by Eq. (34). Performing exact integration of S(ω)
with the exact form of f˜
(PDD)
T (ω) given by Eq. (24), we
find
W cl
(
T =
(n+ 1)π
ω0
)
= e−
1
2M(n+1)
2ǫ2⊥ . (80)
It is clear that the quantum expression, Eq. (74), is
qualitatively different from the classical and Gaussian
one, Eq. (80), when nǫ⊥ is not ≪1. The exact result ex-
hibits then large-amplitude oscillations about zero, while
the classical result gives vanishing coherence. Focusing
on the nǫ⊥≪ 1 regime, let us examine now under what
conditions can the classical Eq. (80) be used for a quan-
titative analysis of the probed signal. It is important
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to take into account the following practical considera-
tion: in a realistic situation, in which the coherence is
measured with a reasonable accuracy, one could try to
use the above formulas to extract information about the
magnetic moment only if W (T ) is not too small. From
Eq. (80) we see that this condition means that the num-
ber of pulses has to be n . 1/
√
Mǫ⊥, and for such n the
relative difference between the classical and the quantum
expressions is
|W qm(T )−W cl(T )|
W cl(T )
≈ M(nǫ⊥)
4
12
.
1
12M
−→
M→∞
0 .
(81)
We see that in this “experimentally practical” regime, the
error made by using the classical result, Eq. (80) is small,
and it diminishes with increasing number of spins M . In
other words, the larger the magnetic moment, the more
classical the noise becomes (provided that nǫ⊥≪1). This
is an example of “Gaussianization via the Central Limit
Theorem”, but it should be noted that by restricting our
considerations to the “experimentally practical” regime
we obtained this result even without having to assume
the scaling of couplings A ∝ 1/√M . This is basically
the same as the effect shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), where
one can see that for a large number of noise sources, the
characteristic decoherence time T2 is well-described by
the Gaussian approximation.
The above discussion is illustrated in Fig. 7, in which
we compareW cl(T ) and W qm(T ) for ǫ⊥ = 0.05 and M=
1, 11. The figures also demonstrate the dependence of the
classical and quantum decoherence function on detuning
of the sequence characteristic frequency, ωp = π/τ , from
ω0 = π/τ0.
V. EXTENSIONS OF THE
DYNAMICAL-DECOUPLING BASED METHODS
In this Section we describe some recent theoretical pro-
posals for extending the DD-based noise spectroscopy
method in two directions: quantitatively characterizing
the properties of non-Gaussian noises (i.e. reconstructing
the higher-order noise polyspectra defined in Sec. IVC),
and using multiple qubits, each affected by a noise source,
to sense the presence of cross-correlations between var-
ious noises, and to reconstruct the corresponding cross-
spectra.
A. Spectroscopy at an Optimal Working Point
As discussed in Sec. III, one often encounters a sit-
uation in which the qubit is coupled to a square of
noise, i.e. we have the qubit-noise coupling given by
bz(t) = vξ
2(t), see Eq. (45) and preceding discussion.
Such Optimal Working Points (also known as sweet spots
or clock transitions) have been identified for supercon-
ducting charge [52, 200] and flux [201, 202] qubits, semi-
conductor quantum dot (QD) charge qubits [203], mixed
electronic-nuclear spin qubits based on electrons bound
to bismuth donors in silicon [204, 205], and triple QD
spin qubits [122, 206]. It is crucial to note that even if
the ξ(t) process is Gaussian, ξ2(t) is not. The coherence
function, W (T ), can then be written using the cumulant
expansion as in Eq. (49). Assuming that ξ(t) is Gaussian,
the attenuation factors can be expressed in terms of the
spectral density of ξ(t), S(ω) [194, 207]
χk =
(2v)k
2k!
∫
dkωi
(2π)k
k∏
i=1
S(ωi)
×f˜T (ω1 − ω2)f˜T (ω2 − ω3) . . . f˜T (ωk − ω1) .(82)
This result appeared first in a seminal work that consid-
ered a qubit, quadratically coupled to a bath of non-
interacting bosonic modes, generating Gaussian quan-
tum noise, evolving freely with no pulse sequence applied
[207]. A generalization to the case of qubit subjected
to dynamical decoupling, constructed with noise spec-
troscopy as the goal, was given recently [194]. The two
main results of that work are summarized below.
Firstly, for ξ(t) with a finite correlation time τc, it is
possible to reach the spectroscopic regime, T ≫ τc (see
Sec. II F), where the cumulant expansion can be trun-
cated to χ2 (i.e. the Gaussian approximation to W (T )),
and the spectroscopy method of Sec. IIG becomes ap-
plicable
− logW (T )
T
−→
T≫τc
χ2 =
∑
m>0
|cmωs |2v2Sξ2(mωs) . (83)
Here Sξ2(ω) is the spectrum of square noise ξ
2(t) and it
is found to be given by the convolution of the spectra of
ξ(t),
Sξ2(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
π
S(ω′)S(ω′ − ω) . (84)
Secondly, for low-frequency ξ(t), where most of the
noise power is concentrated at very low frequencies (e.g.
noise with spectrum of form 1/|ω|β, β > 1), it is possi-
ble to approximate the full cumulant series with a closed
expression. The physical picture behind this approxi-
mation is as follows. The noise ξ(t) can be split into
fast (high-frequency, HF) part and slow, practically static
part (low-frequency, LF), ξ(t) ≈ ξLF+δξHF(t). Each part
is statistically independent, because of the vast difference
between slow and fast time scale. Moreover, since we’re
dealing with low-frequency noise, the quasi-static part is
much larger then the fast, dynamic part, hence
ξ2(t) = (ξLF + δξHF(t))
2 ≈ ξ2LF + 2ξLFδξHF(t) . (85)
The quasi-static shift of the qubit splitting, ξLF, changes
randomly between measurements, but not during each
run. Therefore, for a qubit subjected to a balanced pulse
sequence, the LF term, ξ2LF, is removed completely, and
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the remaining dynamical term, 2ξLFδξHF(t) is filtered by
a frequency comb. Due to the assumed independence
between the LF and HF parts, the averaging over the
high- and low-frequency noise is carried out in steps: first,
one have to evaluate a Gaussian average over the process
δξHF(t) for fixed ξLF, and then average the result over
a Gaussian distribution of ξLF. This physical picture of
a slow noise renormalizing the qubit coupling to a fast
noise was first elucidated in works devoted to dynam-
ical decoupling from 1/f noise originating from many
two-level fluctuators, each of them being a source of non-
Gaussian Random Telegraph Noise [196, 208]. The slow-
est (and more numerous) fluctuators shift the position of
the qubit’s “working point” from the optimal one, acti-
vating the linear coupling to fast fluctuators.
Using the above approximation one arrives at χ2k ≈
(−2)k+1χk2/k (only even orders are considered because
the odd ones can be eliminated by application of sequence
with odd number of pulses), and the resummation of the
cumulant expansion gives
W (T ) ≈ 1√
1 + 2χ2(T )
, (86)
where χ2(T ) is given by Eq. (82) with k = 2. In the
spectroscopic limit (T much larger then the correlation
time of the HF part) we can use the spectroscopic for-
mulas from Sections II F and IIG to approximate χ2(T ),
allowing us to carry out noise spectroscopy for Sξ2(ω).
We note that for a quadratic coupling to low-frequency
Gaussian noise, we obtain a power-law decay: at long
T =nτ we have W (nτ) ∝ 1/√n while for linear coupling
we have W (nτ)∝ exp(−n). This is a rather general fea-
ture of the decoherence due to low-frequency quadratic
noise (or low-frequency transverse noise in the presence
of large longitudinal splitting of the qubit) that appears
also for free evolution [127, 166, 173, 188, 209, 210] and
Rabi oscillations decay [168, 211]. In addition, similarly
to the case of free evolution discussed in Sec. II E, and in
contrast to the case of DD for linear coupling to noise,
χ2(T ) in Eq. (86) depends on the low-frequency cutoff
of the noise (i.e. the total data acquisition time), see
[194] for details (the fact that χ2 depends now on the
total power of LF noise should be clear from the pre-
ceding discussion). Consequently, special care should be
taken when interpreting DD data for the qubit at Opti-
mal Working Point subjected to low-frequency noise (for
examples of recent experiments see e.g. [122, 206].
B. Spectroscopy of polyspectra of general
non-Gaussian noises
In the previous section we discussed an approximate re-
summation of the cumulant expansion that is appropriate
for the special case of quadratic coupling to a Gaussian
noise. When dealing with a general non-Gaussian noise,
one needs to address the cumulant expansion, Eq. (49),
on a term-by-term basis. Gaussian noise is fully de-
scribed by its spectral density. The problem of charac-
terizing a non-Gaussian noise can become vastly more
complex, as one needs to address the whole series of
cumulants of Eq. (49). In particular, Marcinkiewicz’s
theorem suggests that Gaussian noise is the only noise
with finite number of non-zero cumulants (namely one
if the average is assumed to vanish) [212]. One ap-
proach would be to split the series into the Gaussian
part χ2 (i.e. only the second order attenuation factor)
and χNG =
∑
k>2(−i)kχk, and to use this remainder, as
a whole, to characterize the non-Gaussian noise (see Eq.
(53)).
An alternative approach for the case of stationary noise
was proposed in [60]. It assumes that, although infinite,
the cumulant series can be truncated at some point. If
that is the case, then the cumulants, or rather their multi-
dimensional Fourier transforms termed polyspectra (see
Sec. IVC), can be reconstructed term-by-term using a
properly extended DD method. We point that this as-
sumption is expected to be valid up to a certain timescale,
see e.g. Fig. 3 in Ref. [194], in which the contribution
of the 4th cumulant to decoherence caused by quadratic
coupling to Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise was shown to be a
small correction up to a certain T while keeping n fixed.
On the other hand, at long T (in the spectroscopic limit
of T ≫ τc), the decoherence due to strongly coupled
RTN source discussed in Sec. IVE (with reconstructed
first spectrum shown in Fig. 6(c)) could be described well
only when taking into account all the cumulants (i.e. us-
ing an exact solution).
Starting from formulas relating χk to noise cumulants
Ck(t1, . . . , tk) given in Sec. IVC, we can generalize the
derivation from Sec. II F of the “spectroscopic limit” of χ2
to the case of higher-order χk. For stationary noise, i.e.
a noise for which Ck(t0+t1, . . . t0+tk) = Ck(t1, . . . tk) for
any t0, in the spectroscopic regime of T ≫ τc we obtain
χk(T )
T
−→
T≫τc
1
2k−1
∑′
m1...mk
(
k∏
i=1
cmiωp
)
×Sk−1
[
m1ωp, (m1 +m2)ωp, . . . ,
k−1∑
i=1
miωp
]
, (87)
in which
∑′ indicates that only terms for which∑k
i=1mi = 0 should be included in the sum, cmωp are
the Fourier series coefficients of the filter function fT (t)
with characteristic frequency ωp (see Eq. (31)). This is
the generalization of spectroscopic formula (34) extended
to include multi-dimensional spectra of the noise [60].
In section II G we have demonstrated that the spectral
density of Gaussian noise (i.e. S1(ω) in nomenclature
of polyspectra) can be reconstructed by solving a set of
linear equations obtained form measurements of qubit’s
coherence function W (s)(Ts) in a series of experiments
run with a set of appropriately chosen pulse sequences
f
(s)
Ts
. Building on this approach, we consider the linear
relations between measured W (s)(Ts) and the polyspec-
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tra picked out by the multidimensional frequency comb
truncated to cut-off mc:
logW (s)(Ts)
Ts
≈
K∑
k=2
(−i)kχ
(s)
k (Ts)
Ts
≈
K∑
k=2
(−i)k
2k−1
mc∑′
m1...mk
(
k∏
i=1
c(s)miωs
)
Sk−1[ω(m1 . . .mk)] , (88)
thus forming a system of equations with known coeffi-
cients
∏k
i=1 c
(s)
miωs (excluding those with
∑
imi 6= 0) for a
set of unknowns Sk−1[ω(m1 . . .mk)] with k ranging from
2 to assumed cumulant series cut-off K.
An immediate difficulty with the above approach is
that even with only the first several cumulants retained
(small K), and a modest comb cut-off mc, the high
dimensionality of the frequency domains necessitates a
large number of sequences for a successful reconstruc-
tion of the polyspectra. Norris et al. have proposed in
[60] to resolve this issue by employing repeated base se-
quences composed of combinations of randomly drawn
Concatenated DD (CDD) sequences, which include un-
balanced sequences, capable of reconstructing zero fre-
quency components – the latter becoming increasingly
important necessary for reconstruction of higher-order
polyspectra. Nevertheless, the practical implementation
will be likely limited by the exponential scaling of the
needed number of measurements with the reconstructed
polyspectrum order. Moreover, the conversion matrices
that connect the measured signals with the polyspectra
tend to become ill-conditioned as their size increases, re-
sulting in numerical instabilities. We emphasize that, at
the least, this method should be valuable in detecting
and quantifying the leading non-Gaussian contributions
by enabling the reconstruction of the noise bi- and tri-
spectrum (S2 and S3, respectively).
C. Noise spectroscopy with multiple qubits
The continuing advances in control of multiple qubits,
including creation of qubit entanglement in systems in
which single-qubit DD-based noise spectroscopy was suc-
cesfully implemented (see e.g. [213, 214] for entanglement
of QD-based spin qubits, [215] for entanglement of NV
centers, and [216, 217] for entanglement of superconduct-
ing qubits), show that noise spectroscopy with multiple
qubits is within experimental reach. It is well known that
the multi-qubit decoherence, and consequently entangle-
ment dynamics [218], can depend qualitatively on the
presence and degree of correlations between the noises
affecting distinct qubits [75, 210, 219–222], and when all
the qubits are experiencing the same (common) noise,
decoherence-free subspaces, hosting entangled states im-
mune to such noise, appear [223, 224]. It is also well un-
derstood that dynamical decoupling suppresses decoher-
ence and disentanglement of multi-qubit states [75, 225–
230], even if the unitary operations are applied to single
qubits only [75, 230–232]. However, the DD-based spec-
troscopic characterization of cross-correlations of multi-
ple noises has begun to be explored only quite recently
[230, 233, 234]. Such a characterization can not only
give interesting information about the relevant environ-
ments, but it also can have important implications for
theory of fault-tolerance of quantum computers, since
the latter relies on assumptions about the strength of
cross-correlations between errors experienced by nearby
qubits, see [60] and references therein.
Let us also note that while using entangled qubits was
argued to improve estimation of environmental noise pa-
rameters [235], the methods discussed below do not re-
quire entanglement, only the presence of coherence be-
tween mutliple-qubit states. The latter can be nonzero
for separable states [233], although its value is maximal
for entangled states.
1. Noise cross-correlation spectroscopy with two qubits.
The standard single-qubit noise spectroscopy method
has an inherent flaw: even if the noise coupled to the
qubit originates from distinct sources it is always regis-
tered as a single spectrum. For example, suppose that the
environment probed by the qubit is actually composed of
two independent parts, A and B, each emitting its own
noise bA and bB, respectively (bˆA and bˆB in the quan-
tum case). A single qubit would couple to the total noise
bz = bA+ bB (or bˆz = bˆA+ bˆB in quantum case), without
any means to resolve the two constituents. Unless the
resulting spectrum has very characteristic features that
would suggest its composite nature, it might be outright
impossible to notice that in reality there are two distinct
sources behind the signal. In [233] it was proposed that
this weakness can be overcome by employing noise spec-
troscopy with a two-qubit probe instead of single-qubit
one.
The probe is assumed to comprise two noninteracting
qubits with a Hamiltonian HˆQ =
∑
α=1,2(Ω
(α)/2)σˆ
(α)
z
being a straightforward extension of single-qubit case.
Here σˆ
(α)
i is the Pauli operator of the α-th qubit. In
addition, the two qubits are independently controlled by
pulse sequences, which crucially can generate distinct fil-
ter functions, f
(α)
T (t) for each of them. The qubits cou-
pling to a pure phase noise is defined as
VˆQE =
∑
α=1,2
1
2
b(α)z (t)σˆ
(α)
z =
∑
α=1,2
1
2
v(α)ξ(α)(t)σˆ(α)z ,
(89)
where b
(α)
z (t) is the noise affecting qubit α. This model
covers a wide variety of possible scenarios, falling into
three categories:
1. Each qubit is coupled to distinct source of noise. In
reference to the example described above, the case
when b
(1)
z = bA and b
(2)
z = bB would be included
into this category.
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2. The qubits are coupled to the same source of noise,
but with different couplings. For example, if the
qubits are located at different positions and the
source-qubit coupling law depends on the relative
distance. In such a case b
(α)
z (t) = v(α)ξ(t) with
v(1) 6= v(2) and ξ(t) representing the noise emitted
by the single source.
3. The qubits are coupled to the same source but the
noise at one qubit is retarded with respect to the
noise at the other. For example, if the signal emit-
ted by the source has a finite effective propagation
speed c then ξ(2)(t) = ξ(1)(t − d/c) where d is the
distance between the qubits. Another important
example of retardation is encountered for qubits
coupled to a precessing magnetic moment, as in
Sec. IVF. The noises µx(t) and µy(t) appearing in
Eq. (78) are in fact delayed one with respect to an-
other by π/(2ω0), where ω0 is the magnetic moment
precession frequency, see Eqs. (75) and (76).
Of course, these categories are not mutually exclusive
and in general the noises b
(α)
z can arise as a combination
of all above types.
The relationship between the noises b
(α)
z is captured by
the properties of the cross-correlation function
C12(t− t′) = 〈b(1)z (t)b(2)z (t′)〉 (90)
and its Fourier transform, the cross-spectrum
S12(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iωtC12(t)dt . (91)
Conversely, the spectroscopy of the cross-spectrum
S12(ω) can provide insight into the structure of the en-
vironment as a source of noise in greater detail then it is
possible with a single qubit.
The simplest nontrivial case is found when the noise
at each qubit is a sum of noises emitted by distinct
and independent sources, e.g. b
(α)
z (t) = v
(α)
A ξA(t) +
v
(α)
B ξB(t). Even though the bare noises ξA and ξB are
assumed to be independent (i.e. their cross-correlation
vanishes 〈ξA(t)ξB(t′)〉 = 〈ξA(t)〉〈ξB(t′)〉 = 0 they
are cross-correlated at the qubits level, C12(t − t′) =
v
(1)
A v
(2)
A 〈ξA(t)ξA(t′)〉 + v(1)B v(2)B 〈ξB(t)ξB(t′)〉. Since the
cross-correlation function is a sum of auto-correlations of
classical noises, the corresponding cross-spectrum is real,
S12 = v
(1)
A v
(2)
A SA + v
(1)
B v
(2)
B SB = S
∗
12. Comparing the
cross-spectrum with the self-spectra of the noises affect-
ing each qubit, Sαα = (v
(α)
A )
2SA+(v
(α)
B )
2SB, allows us to
recognize the presence of two noise sources — a task that
cannot be accomplished with single-qubit spectroscopy.
When the noise sources are not independent, for exam-
ple due to their mutual interaction, the cross-correlation
of the bare noises does not vanish. Moreover, since A
and B interact, there is a causal relation between the
bare noises – the value of ξA depends on the value of
ξB at previous times and vice versa. This means that
the cross-correlation function between ξA and ξB does
not have to be symmetric, which implies the same the
for cross-correlation between noises experienced by the
qubits, C12(t − t′) 6= C12(t′ − t), see [233] for an ex-
ample of a model of interacting sources. The Fourier
transform of a non-symmetric function yields a complex
valued cross-spectrum, in contrast to the purely real S12
for non-interacting sources. Therefore, the examination
of the cross-spectrum can not only reveal the presence
of multiple noise sources, but also contains signatures of
interactions among them.
Causal relations between qubit noises arise not only
due to sources interactions. The third category listed
above – noise retardation – is counted as such rela-
tion as well. Consequently, the cross-spectrum be-
tween retarded signals is likewise a complex valued func-
tion, but with a very specific form. Taking the ex-
ample discussed previously, where the retardation be-
tween noises is caused by a finite signal propagation,
such that ξ(2)(t) = ξ(1)(t − d/c), the cross-spectrum
is given by S12(ω) = (v
(2)/v(1))ei(d/c)ωS11(ω) =
(v(1)/v(2))ei(d/c)ωS22(ω), where Sαα is the (purely real)
self-spectrum of the noise sensed by qubit α. Again, com-
parison between the self-spectra and the cross-spectrum
allows to detect the additional phase factor characteristic
of this type of noise relation. Additionally, provided the
distance d between the qubits is known, the two-qubit
probe can be used to determine the signal propagation
speed c.
2. Reconstruction of the cross-spectrum.
Analogously to the single-qubit case (see Sec. II A)
pure phase noise affects only off-diagonal elements of the
two-qubit density matrix in the product basis of σˆ
(α)
z
eigenstates,
ρσ1σ2,σ′1σ′2(T ) = 〈σ1|〈σ2|〈ρˆ(T )〉|σ′1〉|σ′2〉
= ρσ1σ2,σ′1σ′2(0)〈e−
i
2
∑
α(σα−σ
′
α)
∫
T
0
f
(α)
T
(t)b(α)z (t)dt〉 (92)
where σα, σ
′
α = ± and f (α)T (t) is the filter function
of the pulse sequence applied to the αth qubit. Mea-
suring the elements ρσ1σ2,−σ1σ2(T ) and ρσ1σ2,σ1−σ2(T )
eliminates contributions from b
(2)
z and b
(1)
z , respectively,
yielding self-spectra of the qubit noises via means of
standard single-qubit spectroscopy. In order to gain
access to the cross-spectrum we must measure either
ρ+−,−+(T ) or ρ++,−−(T ). The initial value of the for-
mer matrix element is maximal for the entangled Bell
states |Ψ±〉 = (|+〉|−〉 ± |−〉|+〉)/
√
2, while the lat-
ter is maximal for the equally entangled GHZ states
|Φ±〉 = (|+〉|+〉 ± |−〉|−〉)/
√
2.
Under the Gaussian noise assumption, the coherence
functions W (T ) (see Sec. II C) associated with Ψ/Φ –
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type coherences read
WΨ/Φ(T ) = e
−χ11(T )−χ22(T )±2χ12(T ) , (93)
Where χαα(T ) is the local attenuation factor derived
from noise sensed by the αth qubit, b
(α)
z , given by the
single-qubit formula, Eq. (13). The attenuation factor
related to the cross-spectrum is found as [233]:
χ12(T ) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2π
f˜
(1)
T (ω)f˜
(2)
T (−ω)S12(ω)
≈ T
∑
m
Re{c(1)mωp(c(2)mωp)∗}Re{S12(mωp)}
−T
∑
m
Im{c(1)mωp(c(2)mωp)∗}Im{S12(mωp)} ,(94)
where the approximate result is valid in the spectro-
scopic regime and c
(α)
mωp are the Fourier series coeffi-
cients of f
(α)
T (t) (see Sec. II F). Assuming the local at-
tenuation factors, χαα, are known (for example, from
measurements of ρσ1σ2,−σ1σ2(T ) and ρσ1σ2,σ1−σ2(T )) the
measurement of WΨ/Φ allows to reconstruct the cross-
spectrum using a procedure similar to the one described
in Sec. II F. We note that an analogous formula for two-
qubit decoherence was derived in [75] for two qubits
driven by ac fields with periodically modulated ampli-
tude or phase.
The flexibility in choosing independent pulse sequences
for each qubit allows to target the specific parts of the
cross-spectrum. Applying identical sequences enables the
reconstruction of the real part of S12, since c
(1)
mωp = c
(2)
mωp
and c
(1)
mωp(c
(2)
mωp)
∗ = |c(1)mωp |2 = |c(2)mωp |2 are real, and the
term proportional to ImS12 vanishes. The access to the
imaginary part of the cross-spectrum is gained by exploit-
ing the relation between the Fourier series coefficients of
equivalent sequences, described in Sec. II F. In particu-
lar, in [233] it was proposed to use f
(1)
T = f
(PDD)
T and
f
(2)
T = f
(CP)
T , both having the same characteristic fre-
quency ωp = π/τ (where τ is the interpulse time), so
that the PDD sequence consists of n pulses (with n be-
ing odd), and the CP sequence has n + 1 pulses. Then
the coefficients of the first sequence are purely imagi-
nary, c
(1)
(2m+1)ωp
= 2/(iπ(2m+ 1)), and those of the sec-
ond are purely real, c
(2)
(2m+1)ωp
= ei
pi
2 (2m+1)c
(1)
(2m+1)ωp
=
(−1)m2/(π(2m+1)). In this case the only part of χ12(T )
that survives is the one proportional to ImS12, allow-
ing the reconstruction of the imaginary part of cross-
spectrum. Such a reconstruction was performed in [233]
using a model system consisting of two interacting TLSes
(i.e. the noise consisted of two causally cross-correlated
RTN signals), inspired by recent reports [148–151] of sig-
natures of interaction between TLSes affecting supercon-
ducting qubits.
3. Multiqubit spectroscopy of classical and quantum noise.
In a pair of recent works [230, 234] a broad general-
ization of the single- and two-qubit noise spectroscopy
methods was presented. It encompassed the use of mul-
tiple qubits for sensing not only classical, but also quan-
tum noise spectra, associated with a commutator of the
relevant bath operators instead of an anticommutator
appearing in Eq. (8). The latter was made possible
by considering a more general class of DD operations,
involving SWAP operations applied to pairs of qubits.
Utilizing composite DD sequences with specific timing
symmetries, Paz-Silva et al proposed protocols that are
able to generate frequency combs suitable for quantum
noise reconstruction [234], similarly to the way in which
the CP/PDD pair of sequences described in the previ-
ous section gave access the imaginary part of the cross-
spectrum of classical noise. Note that with both classi-
cal and quantum noise reconstructed in some frequency
range, one gains access to temperature of the environ-
ment [234], since the ratio of the Fourier transform of
symmetric and antisymmetric combination of bath oper-
ators at frequency ω is proportional to cothβω/2, where
β is the inverse temperature of the bath.
A different extension of the DD-based noise spec-
troscopy method introduced in [234] was to consider a
more general form of pure dephasing Hamiltonians, given
by |+〉 〈+| bˆ+ + |−〉 〈−| bˆ−. Note that above we focused
on the commonly encountered case of bˆ− = −bˆ+ = −bˆz/2
leading to Eq. (2), but for quantum-dot cased excitonic
qubits interacting with phonons [236, 237] and for NV
center qubits employing m = 0 and m = 1 levels of spin-
one center, one has bˆ− = 0. In the latter case, for a bath
of noninteracting bosons (i.e. a quantum Gaussian envi-
ronment) the coherence under a DD sequence acquires
nontrivial phase dynamics related to the quantum part
of the noise [234].
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The dynamical-decoupling spectroscopy methods de-
scribed in this review are now widely used to character-
ize the environments affecting the coherence of various
kinds of qubits. This means that single qubits and, hope-
fully soon, multi-qubit registers are being used as sensi-
tive probes of their nanoscale environments, allowing to
gain new insights into the physics of nanoscale materials,
single molecules, and devices. Characterization of the
correlation of noises experienced by multiple qubits is
also expected to be crucial for realistic implementations
of quantum error correction protocols.
We hope that we have explained the theoretical ba-
sis of these methods, and that we have elucidated the
reasons for their success. The latter was not a priori ob-
vious, because the widespread applicability of the classi-
cal Gaussian noise model in describing the environmental
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influence on qubits was rather unexpected. Some (but
likely not all) of the reasons for this success have been
discussed here: operating the qubit in the regime where
its coupling to the environment is characterized by pure
dephasing, the suppression of non-Gaussian features of
the noise filtered by dynamical decoupling, and the emer-
gence of Gaussianity for environments consisting of mul-
tiple noninteracting (or weakly interacting) subsystems.
Possible directions of future research include full elu-
cidation of the role of quantum dynamics of the en-
vironment (including practical refinements of quantum
noise spectroscopy protocols [234]), finding control pro-
tocols that will enable discrimination between classical
non-Gaussian noise and quantum non-Gaussian noise, a
more careful analysis of the influence of imperfect pulses
(see e.g. [238] for a recent example of spectroscopic ar-
tifacts introduced by a sequence of realistic pulses), and
investigating the relation between creating nonclassical
qubit-environment correlations (that can be quite easily
quantified for a qubit subjected to pure dephasing [239])
and the ability to and the ability to treat the quantum
environment as a source of classical noise.
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Appendix A: Pure dephasing due to quantum
Gaussian noise
The evolution operator for classical noise (5) is gen-
eralized to quantum noise with the addition of the time
ordering symbol
Uˆ(T, 0) = T e−i 12 σˆz
∫
T
0
dtfT (t)bˆz(t)
=
∞∑
k=0
(
−i1
2
σˆz
)k ∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 . . .
∫ tk−1
0
dtk
×fT (t1)bˆz(t1) fT (t2)bˆz(t2) . . . fT (tk)bˆz(tk) (A1)
where bˆz(t) = e
iHˆEtbˆze
−iHˆEt is the interaction picture of
the noise operator with respect to the free Hamiltonian of
the environment HˆE . The coherence factor is then given
by
W (T ) =
〈+|TrE{Uˆ(T, 0)ρˆ(0)Uˆ(T, 0)†}|−〉
〈+|TrE{ρˆ(0)}|−〉 , (A2)
with TrE denoting partial trace over environmental de-
grees of freedom. Here the initial density matrix is as-
sumed to be of the product form ρˆ(0) = ρˆQ(0)ρˆE(0),
and the environment part is assumed to be stationary,
i.e. [HˆE , ρˆE(0)] = 0. Using Eq. (12), the coherence can
be expressed in terms of the attenuation factor, χ(T ),
which is second order in the noise operator bˆz for Gaus-
sian noise. Our goal below is to show that the Gaussian
attenuation factor is given by
χ(T ) =
1
2
∫ T
0
dt1dt2fT (t1)fT (t2)C
qm(t1 − t2)
=
1
2
∫ T
0
dt1dt2fT (t1)fT (t2)
×1
2
TrE [{bˆz(t1), bˆz(t2)}ρˆE(0)] , (A3)
where {Aˆ, Bˆ} = AˆBˆ + BˆAˆ.
The numerator of Eq. (A2) up to the second order in
bˆz(t) reads:〈
+
∣∣∣TrE {Uˆ(T, 0)ρˆ(0)Uˆ(T, 0)†}∣∣∣−〉 =
TrE
{〈
+
∣∣∣∣∣
(
1− i σˆz
2
∫ T
0
dt1fT (t1)bˆz(t1)
−
(
σˆz
2
)2∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 fT (t1)bˆz(t1) fT (t2)bˆz(t2)
)
×
ρˆQ(0)ρˆE(0)
(
1+ i
σˆz
2
∫ T
0
dt′1 fT (t
′
1)bˆz(t
′
1)−
(
σˆz
2
)2
×
∫ T
0
dt′1
∫ t′1
0
dt′2 fT (t
′
2)bˆz(t
′
2) fT (t
′
1)bˆz(t
′
1)
)∣∣∣∣∣−
〉}
=
〈+|ρˆQ(0)|−〉 ×(
1− i1
2
∫ T
0
dt1 fT (t1)TrE
{
bˆz(t1)ρˆE(0)+ ρˆE(0)bˆz(t1)
}
−1
4
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt′1 fT (t1)fT (t
′
1)TrE
{
bˆz(t1)ρˆE(0)bˆz(t
′
1)
}
−1
4
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 fT (t1)fT (t2)×
TrE
{
bˆz(t1)bˆz(t2)ρˆE(0) + ρˆE(0)bˆz(t2)bˆz(t1)
})
, (A4)
where we used relations 〈+|σˆz = 〈+| and σˆz |−〉 = −|−〉.
Utilizing the cyclic property of the trace we have
〈+|ρˆQ(0)|−〉
(
1− i
∫ T
0
dt1 fT (t1)〈bˆz(t1)〉E
−1
4
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt′1 fT (t1)fT (t
′
1)〈bˆz(t′1)bˆz(t1)〉E
−1
4
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 fT (t1)fT (t2)〈{bˆz(t1), bˆz(t2)}〉E
)
(A5)
where 〈. . .〉E = TrE{. . . ρˆE(0)}. Using the relation∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt2 =
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 +
∫ T
0
dt2
∫ t2
0
dt1 and the
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symmetry of the above integrals with respect to inter-
changing the integration variables we arrive at the result
〈+|ρˆQ(0)|−〉
(
1− i
∫ T
0
dt1 fT (t1)〈bˆz(t1)〉E
−1
2
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt2fT (t1)fT (t2)
1
2
〈{bˆz(t1), bˆz(t2)}〉E
)
.(A6)
Without loss of generality, we assume 〈bˆz(t)〉E = 0 to
get
W (T ) = 1− 1
2
∫ T
0
dt1
∫ T
0
dt2fT (t1)fT (t2)×
Cqm(t1 − t2) +O(bˆ3z) , (A7)
in which Cqm is defined by Eq. (8). On the other hand,
according to Gaussian assumption
W (T ) = e−χ(T ) = 1− χ(T ) +O(bˆ3z) . (A8)
Comparing the terms of second order we arrive at the
final result (A3).
Appendix B: The exact result for W(1)(T)
Here we calculate the single spin contribution to the
coherence function (71):
W (1)(T ) = Tr
[
Uˆ+(T )Uˆ
†
−(T )
]
, (B1)
where Uˆ±(T ) are the evolution operators of environmen-
tal spin conditioned on the initial state of the qubit being
|±〉. For a pulse sequence defined by pulse times tk we
have
Uˆ±(T ) = e
−iHˆ∓(T−tn)e−iHˆ±(tn−tn−1) . . .
×e−iHˆ∓(t2−t1)e−iHˆ±t1 (B2)
for odd number of pulses n, while for even n, the leftmost
exponential should be evaluated with Hˆ± instead. The
conditional Hamiltonians Hˆ± are defined as
Hˆ± = ω0Jˆz ± 1
2
(A⊥Jˆx +A‖Jˆz) . (B3)
When tk = kτ and n ∈ odd, i.e. a PDD sequence with
characteristic frequency ωp = π/τ , we can write
Uˆ±(T ) = [uˆ±(2τ)]
(n+1)/2 , (B4)
where
uˆ±(2τ) = e
−iHˆ∓τe−iHˆ±τ ≡ e−iγ∓n∓·Jˆe−iγ±n±·Jˆ
≡ e−iφ±m±·Jˆ , (B5)
with
n± =
1√
1± ǫ‖ + ǫ
2
⊥
4 +
ǫ2‖
4

 ±ǫ⊥/20
1± ǫ‖/2


≈

 ±
ǫ⊥
2 −
ǫ⊥ǫ‖
4
0
1− ǫ2⊥8

+O(ǫ3) , (B6)
and
γ± = ω0τ
√
1± ǫ‖ +
ǫ2⊥
4
+
ǫ2‖
4
≈ ω0τ
(
1± ǫ‖
2
+
ǫ2⊥
8
)
+O(ǫ3) . (B7)
The quantities m± and φ± defined by Eq. (B5) corre-
spond to the axis and the angle of the effective rotation,
respectively. For a PDD sequence they can be obtained
by solving the following non-linear equations:
cos
φ±
2
= cos
γ+
2
cos
γ−
2
−(n+ · n−) sin γ+
2
sin
γ−
2
, (B8)
m± sin
φ±
2
= n+ sin
γ+
2
cos
γ−
2
+ n− sin
γ−
2
cos
γ+
2
±(n− × n+) sin γ+
2
sin
γ−
2
(B9)
from which we get that φ+ = φ− ≡ φ. The conditional
evolutions Uˆ±(T ) amount to
n+1
2 repetitions of the uˆ±
rotations, and their product appearing in Eq. (B1) is a
rotation of spin J about axis m± by angle
n+1
2 φ±. This
leads to the following exact expression for the coherence
of the qubit probe, coupled to a single environmental
spin:
W (1) = 1− sin2
(
(n+ 1)
4
φ
)
(1−m+ ·m−) . (B10)
Using the relations (B8) and (B9) we obtain an approxi-
mate rotation angle φ = 2ǫ⊥ + O(ǫ
3) and
(
m+ ·m−
)
=
−1 + O(ǫ2). Substituting these results to Eq. (B10) we
get for n≪ǫ−3:
W (1)
(
T =
(n+ 1)π
ω0
)
≈ cos [(n+ 1) ǫ⊥] . (B11)
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